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ShopSomfy is a complete online ordering system  
with a catalogue that allows you to view product 
pictures, descriptions and even download 
installation guides before placing your order.

Orders placed via ShopSomfy are processed with top 

priority. Once submitted, your order goes directly to our 

warehouse for dispatch. Your order will be dispatched 

within 48 hours of order placement.

Linked with ShopSomfy is the ability to have your 

invoices and statements sent via email. The invoice 

includes courier consignment details so you can track 

your consignment directly via the courier website.

To take full advantage of this secure, efficient and  

reliable way of ordering your Somfy products simply 

email: orders.au@somfy.com   

Once submitted, your own personal access login and 

password will be emailed to you. 

Discover ShopSomfy.com.au
Somfy products can be conveniently ordered online

Benefits of ordering through 
ShopSomfy include:

•  Online product catalogue with 
product pictures, descriptions and 
installation guides

•  Accurate order process and order 
confirmation pricing review

•  Quick and easy ordering process 
– just a few clicks to place 
your order

•  View your previous orders and 
even re-order with the click of  
a button

•  View your own personal catalogue  
of previously ordered products

•  Receive an order confirmation 
email for each order

•  Receive invoices even before the  
goods arrive – allowing accurate 
recording of product costs into 
your accounting package

•  Receive confirmation that your 
goods have been dispatched from 
our warehouse with courier 
consignment information to track 
your order

•  Check the status of your credit 
account, including a list of 
open invoices

•  Secure password protected site.
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Introduction IMPORTANT READ THIS FIRST! 
Good installation practice
This guide is intended to assist you when installing Somfy motors and control systems. Specific product 
installation guides are available if required. The installation of Somfy motor and control systems must 
be carried out by competent personnel. All electrical work must conform to AS/NZS 3000 and local wiring 
rules. If in doubt, please contact Somfy Customer Support on (02) 8845 7200.

Please take the following points into consideration before installing Somfy motors and controls:
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Do not directly connect more 
than 1 switch to a motor

Position the sensor where it 
will receive the same levels 
of sunlight and wind as the 
awning. Do not install an 
RTS sensor within 30cm of 
the motor head.

Do not connect more than 1 
motor to an individual switch

(parallel wiring)

Where applicable, secure a 
drip loop to the supply cable of 

the motor 

Ensure cable entries are secured at the correct point of 
the control/enclosure. Mount multiple RTS controls with 
a 20cm spacing distance to prevent interference. 

Do not force motor 
into tube

Rough treatment of the motor 
may damage sensitive parts

Do not drill into the motor or use a 
drill to adjust progressive limits
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Introduction IMPORTANT READ THIS FIRST! 
Guide to the pictograms and terminology used throughout the guide

This installation guide uses pictograms to illustrate the various procedures required to install Somfy 
motors and control products. The information below provides a brief explanation of what the 
pictograms represent and the course of action required to replicate the installation procedure:

Control button operation - The yellow or grey button images along 
with the yellow pointing arrow require the installer to push the 
corresponding buttons as illustrated in the guide. Where highlighted, 
there may also be a requirement to hold the buttons for a set time 
period e.g. - Press for 3 secs - 
This would require the installer to press and hold the relevant 
button(s) for up to 3 seconds.

Turn the power on to the motor - Where you are instructed to, 
simply turn on the power and follow the instructions.

JIGGLE - The term ‘jiggle’ is used to describe a quick double movement from a 
Somfy RTS motor when it recognises a radio command and signals its response to 
the installer. In other words, you may signal a command to a RTS motor from a 
RTS controller and the end product (awning, roller shutter, blind etc.) will move 
briefly back & forth or up & down to confirm the command. 

The word ‘my’ is inscribed on the Stop button of some Somfy RTS controls. This 
refers to the ‘my' or intermediate position (IP) which is triggered by pressing 
the Stop or ‘my’ button. For this function to work, the installer must configure 
the intermediate position (if the function is available) according to the end 
user's requirements.

The stop icon over an illustration of an end product requires the installer to 
stop the end product in the position illustrated. This may be at the fully Up or 
Down limit positions or at a mid point to set an intermediate position. The stop 
command is achieved by pressing the Stop or ‘my’ button on a Somfy control.

Throughout the guide, the ‘Somfy Tip’ icon will be displayed to provide the installer 
with additional information. Please take the time to read this information as it 
could save you time and provide invaluable insight relating to the motor or control 
functionality you are currently working on.

COMPATIBLE WITH... Wherever you see this symbol, the listed controllers are fully  
 compatible with the shown component.C
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Introduction IMPORTANT READ THIS FIRST! 
Ensuring correct operation: When UP is UP or RETRACTED
 and DOWN is DOWN or EXTENDED
1. Ensuring correct operation

 Whenever operating Somfy equipment make certain that the control of the end product follows the 
below mentioned working functionalities. This will guard against unwanted or erratic behaviour that 
could occur due to automated commands that are carried out by the various 
controllers, sensors, etc.

2. Explanation

 When using a Somfy controller the “Up” button should always raise or retract. 
(Illuminate the Light if using a light receiver).

 The “my” or stop button will stop the product when it’s in motion. (Turn off the light if using a light 
receiver) or if an IP or “my” position has been set (see page 6 for description, and associated  
product sections for programming), pressing the “my” button again will send the product to its  
pre-programmed intermediate position.

 The “Down” button on the remote should always lower or extend the end product. (Turn off the  
Light if using a light receiver). Verify your remote or controller is positioned correctly by making sure 
the “my” and “Somfy” labels are read the right way around or the channel LEDs (where used) are at 
the bottom.

OR
If Recorded

OR

OR

OR

OR
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Program button location for RTS transmitters and receivers

7

Transmitter program buttons

Situo RTS range                 Smoove RTS                    Sunis/ThermoSunis             Dry Contact Transmitter
                                  Indoor Wirefree

Soliris/Eolis RTS                       Sunis RTS                                Eolis 3D RTS

R

prog

 

Receiver program buttons

Centralis Indoor RTS Centralis Uno RTS Universal Receiver RTS Integrated Receiver

LNLNN

PROG

S    S

R

Lighting Outdoor RTS Lighting Indoor RTS DC RTS Receiver Power 2.5 DC RTS

N L

S    S

PROG

R

Introduction IMPORTANT READ THIS FIRST! 
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Introduction IMPORTANT READ THIS FIRST! 

Universal test lead

The universal setting tool enables the 230 V Somfy radio (RTS), wired electronic control (WT) and wired 
mechanical motors to be commissioned, as well as motors for both wired mechanical and electronic exterior 
venetian blinds.

In the event of a malfunction, the universal setting tool is used to determine whether the fault comes from 
the power supply or the motor itself.

1. Voltage indicator (LED)

2. Up/Down Button

3. RTS connection indicator (LED)

4. RTS/WT selection button

5. Connection terminals

6. Hirschmann connector

 Contact Somfy Customer Support to order:

 Part Number: 9015971

 Somfy Customer Support 
 +61 (2) 8845 7200

 Order via our webstore: 
 www.ShopSomfy.com.au

A MUST HAVE 
FOR ALL 

INSTALLERS

WT

RTS
31

42

To 230V

6

NN

5
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Battery
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
*Disabling/Activating RTS for storage and shipment

 

 

Activate radio receiver

Deactivate radio receiver

2

3

Press the program 
button on the motor 
until it jiggles.

 

Enter programming mode1

Hold the program button on the 
motor until the motor jiggles.

The green LED on the motor will begin flashing. 
To activate radio receiver, continue to step 2.  
To deactivate radio receiver, move to step 3.

Note: *The motor must be completely programmed with a remote.

Disabling the radio receiver saves battery life during shipment or for extended periods of non-use.

Hold the Up, my 
and Down buttons 
on the remote.

The motor 
will jiggle.

blink
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
*Disabling/Activating RTS for storage and shipment

Start

Hold the program 
button on the 
motor until it 

jiggles

Disable
or

Activate?

Press the program 
button briefly on 
the motor for the 
motor to jiggle

Hold UP, MY and 
DOWN buttons on 

the remote until 
the motor jiggles

Activate Disable

End

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
*Disabling/Activating RTS for storage and shipment

*The motor must be completely 
programmed with a remote.

Disabling the radio receiver saves 
battery life during shipment or for 
long periods of non use.

Green LED 
on the motor 

begins 
flashing
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Programming the motor

 

 

 

Wake up the motor

Reset motor

Check motor direction of rotation 

1

2

3

Note: Ensure the motor has been fully charged and the RTS receiver has been activated prior to installation. 

To check the motor charge status, connect to the charger. The Charger LED will illuminate the following:

Solid Red – Charging
Solid Orange – Charging near completion
Solid Green – Charging is complete

When using a multi-channel RTS 
control, remember to select the desired 

channel prior to programming.

Hold Up and Down together 
until it jiggles.

If the motor 
doesn’t jiggle 
move to step 2. 

If the motor 
jiggled, move  
to step 3.

If the motor doesn’t jiggle, hold 
the program button on the 
motor until there are 3 jiggles.
Then repeat step 1.

X 3

NO - The product retracts 
while pressing the Down 
button - Continue to step 4.

Press and hold the Down button. 
Does the product extend?

YES - The product extends 
while pressing the Down 
button - Go to step 5.
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Programming the motor

 

 

Reverse direction of the motor

Set Upper limit

Set lower limit

4

5

6

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Move the 
motor to the 
upper limit.

Press my to 
stop the motor 
at your desired 
lower limit.

Hold my until the 
motor jiggles.

Briefly press my 
and Up. The 
motor starts to 
move up and 
stop at the 
upper limit.

Briefly press 
my and Down. 
The motor will 
begin moving 
downwards.

Press for 
5 secs

Press and hold 
the Down button 
to test that the 
motor direction 
is correct.

Press for 
1 sec

Press for 
1 sec

Press for  
3 secs
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Programming the motor

 

Programming the RTS control to the motor7

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control for less than 0.5 of a second. The motor will jiggle.
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Programming the motor

 
Start

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Programming the motor

Ensure that the motor is fully charged prior to installation

To check the motor charge status, connect the charger. 
The charger LED will illuminate the following:

Solid Red – Charging
Solid Orange – Charging near completion
Solid Green – Charging is complete

*When installing multiple motors, ensures that motors not 
already programmed are deactivated. For example, the 
program button on the motor head is accidentally 
pressed during the installation of blinds.

End

Select the remote 
channel

Press UP and 
DOWN buttons

Did the motor 
jiggle?

Ensure the motor 
is charged

Check the motor 
direction

Change 
direction?

Hold MY until the 
motor jiggles

Move the motor to 
the upper limit

Briefly press MY
and DOWN

NO

YES

YESNO

The motor 
starts to 

move down

Press MY to stop 
the motor at your 
desired lower limit

Briefly press MY
and UP

The motor 
starts to 

move up and 
automatically 
stops at the 
upper limit

Hold MY until the 
motor jiggles

Briefly press the 
remote program 

button for the 
motor to jiggle

Hold the program 
button on the 

motor head until 
the motor jiggles 3 

times

*Hold UP, DOWN
and MY buttons 
for 3 seconds
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Adjusting the motor speed

 

 

Motor speed setting 

Increase motor speed

1

2

Note: The motors default speed is 20 rpm. The motor speed range is 10-28 rpm, changing with increments of 2 rpm.

The motor will no longer jiggle once the maximum or minimum speed has been reached. 

Send the motor 
to the middle.

Hold the Up button 
until the motor jiggles. 
Repeat the process to 
further increase speed.

Green and yellow 
LED begins flashing 
alternately.

The motor will 
continually travel up 
and down.
To increase the speed 
continue to step 2.
To decrease the speed 
move to step 3.

Press and hold Up, my and Down 
buttons until the motor jiggles. 
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Adjusting the motor speed

 

Save new motor speed4

 

Decrease motor speed3

Hold the Down button 
until the motor jiggles. 
Repeat the process to 
further decrease speed.

Hold the my button 
until the motor jiggles.
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Adjusting the motor speed

 

Start

Send the motor 
away from the end 

limits

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Adjusting the motor Speed

*The maximum/minimum 
speed has been reached once 
the motor no longer jiggles

Press and hold 
UP, MY and 
DOWN buttons 
until the motor 

jiggles

The motor will 
continually 

travel up and 
down

Green and 
yellow LED 

begins 
flashing 

alternately

Increase
or

decrease?

*Hold the DOWN
button until the 
motor jiggles

*Hold the UP
button until the 
motor jiggles

Decrease Increase

Speed 
adjustment 
required?

No

Yes

Hold the MY
button until the 
motor jiggles

End
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Adjusting end limits

 

 

 

Adjust Upper limit

Adjust lower limit

Setting the new limit

1

2

3

Note: Before adjusting end limit, the motor must be completely programmed with a remote.

Note: Skip step 1 to set lower limit.

Briefly press the Up button 
and the motor will travel 
to the current upper limit. 
Move to step 3.

Briefly press the Down 
button, and the motor 
will travel to the current 
lower limit.

Press and hold 
Up and Down 
buttons until the 
motor jiggles.

Adjust to the correct 
position using either the 

Up or Down button.

Hold the my 
button until the 
motor jiggles.

Press for 
2 secs

New limit position set
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Adjusting end limits

 

Start

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Adjusting end limits

Before adjusting end limit, the motor 
must be completely programmed with 
a remote.

In order to adjust end limits,  current 
end limits must be accessible. 

Press and hold UP 
and DOWN

buttons until the 
motor jiggles

Hold the MY
button until the 
motor jiggles

End

Adjusting 
upper or lower 

limit?

Briefly press the 
Down button

The motor will 
travel to the 
current lower 

limit

Lower limit

Briefly press the 
UP button

The motor will 
travel to the 

current upper 
limit

Upper limit

Move the motor to 
the new limit
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Modifying the motor rotation direction

 

 

 

Move the motor away from end limits

Enter programming mode

Reverse direction of the motor

1

2

3

Note: before changing the motor rotation direction, the motor must be completely programmed.

Send the motor 
to the middle.

Hold Up and Down together 
until it jiggles.

To reverse the direction 
of the motor, press and 
hold the my button 
until the product jiggles.Press for 

5 secs
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Modifying the motor rotation direction

 

Start

Send the motor 
away from the end 

limits

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Modifying the motor rotation direction

Before changing the motor rotation direction, the 
motor must be completely programmed with a 
remote

Press and hold UP 
and DOWN

buttons until the 
motor jiggles

Hold the MY
button until the 
motor jiggles

End

Start

Send the motor 
away from the end 

limits

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Modifying the motor rotation direction

Before changing the motor rotation direction, the 
motor must be completely programmed with a 
remote

Press and hold UP 
and DOWN

buttons until the 
motor jiggles

Hold the MY
button until the 
motor jiggles

End
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Erasing the memory of the motor (factory default)

Start

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Erasing the memory of the motor (factory default)

Hold the program 
button on the 

motor head until 
the motor jiggles 3 

times

End

 

Erasing the memory of the motor1

Hold the program button 
on the motor head until 
the motor jiggles 3 times.

X 3
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Start

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Adjusting the tilting speed

Increase or 
decrease tilt 

speed?

*Hold MY and UP
until the motor 

jiggles

*Hold MY and 
DOWN until the 

motor jiggles
decrease increase

End

*The motor will no longer jiggle 
once minimum or maximum tilt 
speed has been reached.

Start

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Adjusting the tilting speed

Increase or 
decrease tilt 

speed?

*Hold MY and UP
until the motor 

jiggles

*Hold MY and 
DOWN until the 

motor jiggles
decrease increase

End

*The motor will no longer jiggle 
once minimum or maximum tilt 
speed has been reached.

 

Hold my and Down until 
the motor jiggles.

Hold my and Up until 
the motor jiggles.

Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Adjusting the tilting speed

Increase tilt speed1

 

Decrease tilt speed2

Note: the motor will no longer jiggle once minimum or maximum tilt speed has been reached.

Press for 
1 sec
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Mode selection: Roller or Tilting mode

 

Enter programming mode1

Note: The motor must be completely programmed with a remote.

By default, the motor is set to roller mode.

Only remotes with a scroll wheel can tilt in both modes.

Any RTS remote without a wheel can tilt the motor when changed to tilt mode. Holding either direction button 
or more than a second to tilt the motor.

Send the motor 
to the middle.

Press and hold Up and Down 
buttons until the motor jiggles.

Hold the my and Down 
buttons until the motor jiggles.
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Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Mode Selection: Roller or Tilting modeSONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION

Mode Selection: Roller or Tilting mode

The motor must be completely 
programmed with a remote.

By default the motor is set to roller 
mode. 

Only remotes with a scroll wheel 
can tilt in both modes.

Any RTS remote without a wheel 
can tilt the motor when changed to 
tilt mode; Holding either direction 
button for more than a second to 
tilt the motor.

Start

Send the motor 
away from the end 

limits

Press and hold UP 
and DOWN

buttons until the 
motor jiggles

Hold the MY and 
DOWN buttons 
until the motor 

jiggles

End

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Mode Selection: Roller or Tilting mode

The motor must be completely 
programmed with a remote.

By default the motor is set to roller 
mode. 

Only remotes with a scroll wheel 
can tilt in both modes.

Any RTS remote without a wheel 
can tilt the motor when changed to 
tilt mode; Holding either direction 
button for more than a second to 
tilt the motor.

Start

Send the motor 
away from the end 

limits

Press and hold UP 
and DOWN

buttons until the 
motor jiggles

Hold the MY and 
DOWN buttons 
until the motor 

jiggles

End
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Start

Send the motor 
away from the end 

limits

SONESSE 30 WF RTS LI-ION
Modifying remote wheel rotation

Press and hold UP 
and DOWN

buttons until the 
motor jiggles

Hold the UP, MY
and DOWN

buttons until the 
motor jiggles

End

Before changing the motor rotation direction, the 
motor must be completely programmed with a 
remote

Altus 28 & Sonesse 30 Wirefree Li-ion RTS
Modifying remote wheel rotation

 

Modify remote wheel rotation1

Note: before changing the wheel rotation direction, the motor must be completely programmed.

Note: requires a Modvar or Variation remote.

Send the motor 
to the middle.

Press and hold Up and Down 
button until the motor jiggles.

Hold the Up, my and Down 
buttons until the motor jiggles.
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Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS
Programming

 

YES - The blind moves down 
while pressing the down button - 
Go to step 5.

NO - The blind moves up while 
pressing the  down button - 
Continue to step 4.Press and hold simultaneously 

the Up and Down button.  
The blind should jiggle.

Press the Down button.  
Does the blind move down?

3 Control the motor and check the correct direction of rotation

 

1 Motor overview

The motor head of the WireFree Roll Up incorporates a program 
button and a port for the battery pack cable.

The program button is used to reset the motor to factory mode or 
to pair additional remote controllers.

Antenna

Port for 
battery

Program 
button

 

2 Power to the motor

              Reloadable Battery Wand

Connect battery pack - Continue to step 3
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Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS
Programming

 

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
blind jiggles.

Continue to step 5

4 Reverse the direction of rotation

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

 

Use the Up button to move 
the blind until it reaches the 

upper limit position.

Press and hold the my and  
Down buttons until the blind  

starts to move down.

Stop the blind at the desired 
lower limit position (adjust with 

Up or Down if required).

Press for 
1 sec

5 Record the Upper limit position
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Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS
Programming

 

7 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

OR

Smoove RTS     Situo RTS
jiggle = 

control recorded

 

 

Press for 
1 sec

Press for 
3 secs

Press and hold the my and 
Up button until the blind 

starts to move up.

The blind will 
automatically stop at 

the up position.

Press and hold the my button 
until the blind jiggles to 

confirm the limit settings.

The limits have 
been recorded

6 Record the Lower limit position

Use only 1 RTS control throughout the commissioning procedure.
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Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS
Programming

 



Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS
Programming
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Press the Down button and send the product 
to the lower limit position.

Press and hold the Up and Down buttons 
until the product jiggles.

Adjust to the correct position using 
either the Up or Down button.

Press and hold the my button until the 
product jiggles.

Press for 
2 secs

New limit position set

Press for 
5 secs

2

Press the Up button and send the product 
to the upper limit position.

Press and hold the Up and Down buttons 
until the product jiggles.

Adjusting the Upper limit position

Adjust to the correct position using 
either the Up or Down button.

Press and hold the my button until 
the product jiggles.

Press for 
2 secs

New limit position set

Press for 
5 secs

Adjusting the Lower limit position1

34

Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS 
Adjusting RTS motor limit positions



 

Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS 
Adjusting RTS motor limit positions

35

The Motor
Jiggles

START

Connect the Motor
to the appropriate
Power Supply, if

not already
connected

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This procedure will only work if you
have an existing remote that has
already been programmed to the
motor.

Is the Remote
Single or Multi

Channel?

MULTISelect the
Pre-programmed

Channel

Press & Hold the
Up & Down

Buttons on the
Remote for
5 Seconds

SINGLE

Send the Motor to
the Existing Limit
that you wish to

Change

Can you
access the

Limit you want
to Change?

YES

NO
The motor will need
to be Reset, Refer
to the Resetting to
Factory Flowchart

END

Send the Motor to
the New Limit

The Motor
Jiggles

Press & Hold the
my Button on the

Remote for
2 Seconds

The New
Limit is Set
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Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS
Erasing the memory of the motor

 

Resetting1

2 sec = jiggle or 
LED illuminates

7 sec = jiggle or 
LED blinks

12 sec = jiggle or 
LED turns off.
The motor has 

been reset

Press the program button 
for 12 seconds

   
All remotes including remote used to finalise will be deleted along with the limit 
programming and any sensors that have been programmed.

36
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Roll Up 28 RTS & WireFree Roll Up RTS 
Erasing the memory of the motor



RTS - 230/240 VAC



RTS Motors
Altus RTS, Orea RTS & Sonesse RTS 

 

 

LIVE
NEUTRAL
EARTH

230V/240V – 50Hz

RTS
MOTOR

50mm & 60mm

40mm

39
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4 5YES - jiggle NO - jiggle

This means limits have already been set. Press and 
hold simultaneously the Up and Down button. The 
product should jiggle.

After the 
jiggle 
proceed to 
step 10.

Press and hold simultaneously the Up and Down 
button. The product should jiggle.

After the jiggle 
continue to 
step 6.

Altus RTS & Sonesse RTS
Programming

   

6 Check the correct direction of rotation

Press and hold the 
Down button.
Does the product 
extend?

YES - The product extends while pressing the 
down button - Go to step 8

NO - The product retracts while pressing the 
down button - Continue to step 7

7 Reverse the direction of rotation

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 8

All Situo RTS Transmitters, Smoove RTS, Chronis RTS.
Dry Contact Transmitters and 5 Channel RTS Transmitter (cannot be used to program).
Soliris/Eolis RTS Sensor, Sunis/Eolis 3D RTS Sensor (cannot be used to program).

C

 

1 Select Channel

If you are using a multi channel remote, select the required channel.  
The channel must be selected prior to programming. Continue to step 2...

 Switch on the power 
to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

 

2 Identify the correct motor mode

Did the product perform a jiggle?In order to identify 
which mode the 
motor is in, make 
sure that you pay 
attention to whether 
the product performs 
a jiggle when power 
is applied.

3 Motor Mode

YES - Go to step 4
NO - Go to step 5

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.



Altus RTS & Sonesse RTS
Programming

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

9 Record the Down limit position

The limits have been recorded

10

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

 
Use the Up button to operate the 

product until it reaches the desired 
Up limit position.

Press and hold the my and  
Down buttons until the product 

starts to extend/lower.

Stop the product at the desired  
limit position (adjust with Up or 

Down if required).

8 Record the Up limit position

Press and hold the my and Up button 
until the product starts to retract/raise.

The product will 
automatically close 

and stop.

Press and hold the my button  
until the product jiggles to confirm  

the limit settings.

Press for  
3 secs

Check functionality 
Complete

41

Programming the RTS control to the motor
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Altus RTS & Sonesse RTS
Programming
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Altus RTS & Sonesse RTS
Programming
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Altus RTS & Sonesse RTS
Adjusting motor limit positions

2 Adjustment of the upper limit position - Not applicable for Orea

Adjust to the correct position using 
either the Up or Down button.

Press and hold the my button 
until the product jiggles.

Press for 
3 secs

Press the Up button and send the product to the 
existing upper limit position.

Press and hold the Up and Down buttons 
until the product jiggles.

Press for 
5 secs

 

Adjust to the correct position using 
either the Up or Down button.

Press and hold the my button until 
the product jiggles.

Press for 
3 secs

New limit position set

Press the Down button and send the 
product to the existing lower limit position.

Press and hold the Up and Down buttons  
until the product jiggles.

Press for 
5 secs

Adjustment of the lower limit position1

Note: the following procedure will only work if the limit is accessible, otherwise please refer to 'erasing the memory 
of the motor' section.

New limit position set
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Altus RTS & Sonesse RTS
Adjusting motor limit positions
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RTS Motors
"My" position programming

3

The product must be stationary, 
but can be at any position. 
Press briefly the my button 
to initiate the intermediate or 
‘my’ position. The product will 
automatically move to the IP or 
‘my’ position and stop.

Using the Intermediate Position

 

1

Use the Up or Down button to 
move the product towards the 
desired intermediate position.

Stop the product at the desired 
intermediate position.

Press and hold the my button  
until the product jiggles.

Setting an Intermediate Position

Press for 
5 secs

"MY" position set

Press for 
1 sec

   

If an Intermediate Position has been set and the awning is controlled by a Somfy RTS sun sensor, then 
the awning will only extend to the IP. Remove the IP function if the end user wants the awning to 
fully extend when the sun sensor is activated.

IP =IP =

2

Send the product to the intermediate 
position by pressing the my button.

Deleting an Intermediate Position

When the product has reached the intermediate position and 
stopped, press and hold the my button until there is a jiggle.

Press for 
5 secs

Press for 
1 sec

"MY" position deleted

Note: the following procedure will only work after programming has been completed.
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RTS Motors
"My" position programming

 

START

Connect the RTS
Motor to a

240 Volt Power
Supply

NO

MULTI

SINGLE

Select the
Required Channel

Is the Remote
Single or Multi

Channel ?

Use the Up and
Down Buttons to
send the motor to

the required
position

Stop the motor at
the desired “my”

position

Press & Hold the
“my” Button on the

Remote for 5
seconds

The Motor
Jiggles

END

Check
Functionality

my
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RTS Motors
Pair new channels or remotes

 

1 Set the motor in programming mode with an existing RTS control

jiggle = motor ready 
to record new control

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Press for 
3 secs

Press for 
3 secs

RTS control
already assigned 

to the motor

 

2 Program the RTS control

jiggle = new control 
recorded

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Press for 
0.5 secs

Press for 
0.5 secs

New RTS control
to assign to 
the motor

When using a Multi-channel RTS control, remember to 
select the desired channel prior to programming.
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RTS Motors
Pair new channels or remotes

 

The Motor
Jiggles

END

START

Connect the Motor
to 240 Volts, if not
already connected

IMPORTANT NOTES:

o This procedure will only work if
you have an existing remote
that has already been
programmed to the motor.

o The pre-existing programmed
channel will not be deleted in
this procedure.

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTI
Select the

Pre-programmed
Channel

Press & Hold the
Program Button

on the Remote for
3 Second

SINGLE

Select the New
Channel or

Remote

Select the
Pre-programmed
Existing Remote

Press the 
Program Button
for 0.5 seconds

The Motor
Jiggles

Check
Functionality
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RTS Motors
Creating a group channel

 
Start

Any more motors 
to copy to the 

group channel?

Select the source 
channel of the 

motor to be copied

End

No

Creating a group channel on a RTS 
remote

Go to the elected 
group channel 

(this can be 
another RTS 
transmitter)

Hold the 
programming 
button for 3 

seconds

The motor 
jiggles

Briefly press the 
programming 
button (0.5 

seonds)

The motor 
jiggles

The motor is 
now copied to 

the group 
channel

Yes
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RTS Motors
Removing an RTS control from the motor

 

1 Set the motor in programming mode with an existing RTS control

jiggle = motor ready 
to remove control

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Press for 
3 secs

Press for 
3 secs

 

2 De-Program the RTS control

jiggle = 
control removed

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Press for 
1 sec

Press for 
1 secRTS control

to be removed 
from the motor

Using this method you will not be able to delete the final remote programmed. 
Refer to 'erasing the memory of the motor' section to delete all remotes and sensors.

RTS control
already assigned 

to the motor
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RTS Motors
Removing an RTS control from the motor

 

The Motor
Jiggles

START

Connect the Motor
to 240 Volts, if not
already connected

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This procedure will only work if
the motor you want to delete is
programmed to at least 2
Remote Channels.

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTI
Select the

Pre-programmed
Channel you wish

to keep

Press & Hold the
Program Button

on the Remote for
3 Seconds

SINGLE

Select the Existing
Remote you wish

to keep

END

Press the Program
Button

The Motor
Jiggles

Select the
Pre-programmed

Channel or
Remote you wish

to Delete
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RTS Motors
Procedure to replace a lost or damaged RTS control

1 Perform a double power cut with time delays

Power 
on

Cut the 
power for 
a minimum 
of 2 seconds.

Apply 
power 
for 10 
seconds.

Cut the 
power for 
a minimum 
of 2 seconds.

Power 
on

OR

The product moves up or down for 5 seconds.
(Will travel opposite to last movement).

jiggle = existing controllers 
are removed.  

New remote is recorded.

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Press for 
1 sec

Press for 
1 sec

 New RTS 
control

to assign to  
the motor

   

This procedure will only delete previously programmed remotes and program in the remote that has 
been pressed. RTS sensors will not be deleted.
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RTS Motors
Procedure to replace a lost or damaged RTS control
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RTS Motors
Erasing the memory of the motor

1 Perform a double power cut with time delays

Power 
on

Cut the 
power for 
a minimum 
of 2 seconds.

Apply 
power 
for 10 
seconds.

Cut the 
power for 
a minimum 
of 2 seconds.

Power 
on

OR

The product moves up or down for 5 seconds.
(Will travel opposite to last movement).

2 sec 
jiggle

RTS control
to reset the 

motor

   

All remotes, including the remote used to finalise programming will be deleted along with all 
sensors and recorded limits that have been programmed.

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Press for 
10 secs

Press for 
10 secs

7 sec 
jiggle = motor 

memory erased
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RTS Motors
Erasing the memory of the motor
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RTS Motors
Erasing the memory of the Motor Flow Chart
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Sonesse 40 RTS 
Changing motor direction

57

 

1

Move the motor away  
from the end limits.

Press and hold the Up and Down 
buttons on the remote for 5 seconds 

until the motor jiggles.

Reverse the direction of the motor

Note: the following procedure will only work after programming has been completed.

Press for 
5 secs Press for 

5 secs

Press and hold the my button 
until the motor jiggles.
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Sonesse 40 RTS
Changing motor direction

 



Sonesse 40 RTS
Mode change 

59

 

1

Move the motor away  
from the end limits.

Press and hold the Up and Down 
buttons on the remote for 5 seconds. 

The motor will jiggle.

Change modes

Note: the following procedure will only work once programming is completed.

Note: the Sonesse 40 RTS is set by default to work in Roller Blind mode.

Press for 
5 secs

Press and hold the Down  
and my buttons until the  

motor jiggles.

Changing from Roller Blind mode to Venetian Blind mode and vice versa.
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Sonesse 40 RTS
Mode change
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Sonesse 40 RTS 
Change scroll wheel direction

 

1

Move the motor away  
from the end limits.

Press and hold the Up and Down 
buttons on the remote for 5 seconds. 

The motor will jiggle.

Reverse scroll wheel direction

Note: the following procedure will only work after programming has been completed.

Note: use a Modvar or Variation remote control.

Press for 
5 secs

Press and hold the Up, Down 
and my buttons until the 

motor jiggles.
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Sonesse 40 RTS
Change scroll wheel direction
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Sonesse 40 RTS 
Add sun disappearing position

 

1 Add a sun disappearing position

Note: the twilight or sun disappearing time needs to be set if you use this motor with a sun sensor.

Note: the following procedure will only work after a my position has been programmed.

Press for 
3 secs

Press and hold my and Down 
buttons for 3 seconds. The motor 

will move to the my position.

Move the motor to the 
desired position using 

the Up or Down buttons.

Press and hold the  
my button until the  

motor jiggles.
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Sonesse 40 RTS
Add sun disappearing position
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Sonesse 40 RTS 
Change Sun disappearing position

 

1

Press and hold the my and Down buttons 
for 3 seconds. The motor will move to the 

sun disappearing position.

Move the motor to the 
new desired position.

Change the sun disappearing position

Press for 
3 secs

Press and hold the 
my button. The 

motor will jiggle.

Note: the following procedure will only work after a sun disappearing position must be set.
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Sonesse 40 RTS
Change sun disappearing position
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Sonesse 40 RTS 
Delete sun disappearing position

 

1

Press and hold the my and Down buttons for 3 seconds. 
The motor moves to the sun disappearing position.

Delete sun disappearing position

Press and hold the my button. 
The motor will jiggle.

Note: the following procedure will only work after a sun disappearing position has been set.

Press for 
3 secs
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Sonesse 40 RTS
Delete sun disappearing position
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 Press and hold the Up and Down button 
simultaneously. The product should jiggle.

Oximo RTS
Programming

3 Check the correct direction of rotation

Press and hold the 
Down button.
Does the product 
lower?

YES - The product lowers while pressing the 
Down button - Go to step 5

NO - The product raises while pressing the 
Down button - Continue to step 4

4

5

Reverse the direction of rotation

Selecting the Operational Mode

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 5

Only connect one motor at a time.

 

1 Connect motor to power

Switch on the power to the motor.

2 Wake up the motor

Please select one of the following modes dependant on your hardware.

If Both Rigid Links and 
End Stops are fitted - 
go to step 6.

If No End Stops and No 
Rigid Links are fitted - 
go to step 7.

If Rigid Links and No 
End Stops are fitted - 
go to step 7.

If End Stops and No 
Rigid Links are fitted - 
go to step 8.
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Press for 
3 secs

 

Oximo RTS
Programming

 
Press and hold simultaneously the Up and 
Down button. The product should jiggle.

6 Setting Automatic Mode

   

10 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

jiggle = control recorded

9 Confirm limit settings

Press and hold the my button 
until the product jiggles to 
confirm the limit settings.

   

8 Record the Down limit position

Use the Down button to operate the product 
until it reaches the Down limit Position.

Press and hold the my and Up buttons 
until the product starts to raise.

Go to step 9
 

7 Record the Up limit position

Use the Up button to operate the product 
until it reaches the Up limit position.

Press and hold the my and Down buttons 
until the product starts to lower.

Press the my  
button briefly.

If Rigid Links 
are fitted, 
go to step 9, 
otherwise go 
to step 8.

Press the my  
button briefly.

Go to step 9 
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OXIMO RTS
Programming and Limit Setting Flow Chart

32

Oximo RTS
Programming & limit setting
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OXIMO RTS
Programming and Limit Setting Flow Chart

33

Oximo RTS
Programming & limit setting
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CSI RTS
Programming & limit setting

 

 

2

Remove the limit cap.       Press both limit buttons.

4

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 6

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior to 
programming.

Hold Up and Down 
together until it jiggles.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 7

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

Preparation

3 Check the direction of rotation

Reverse the direction of rotation

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button - Go 
to step 8
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CSI RTS
Programming & limit setting

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

jiggle = control recorded

7

 

6

Press Up and then stop the product at the Up limit 
position. Press the corresponding limit button on the 
motor until the button springs up.

           The upper limit position has been set.
OR

OR

Setting the Upper Limit Position

Programming the RTS Control to the motor

 

5

Press Down and then stop the product at the Down 
limit position. Press the corresponding limit button 
on the motor until the button springs up.

           The lower limit position has been set.

OR

OR

Setting the Lower Limit Position
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CSI RTS
Programming & limit setting

 

CSI RTS & RTS2
Programming and Limit Setting Flow Chart
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Maestria 50 RTS
Programming mode selection 
Manual limit setting – manual upper and lower limit setting. 

Semi-automatic limit setting – automatic upper limit and manual setting of the lower limit. Screen requires 
hard upper stop.

Automatic limit setting – automatic setting of both upper and lower limit. Screen requires hard upper and 
lower stops.

End Product

No Lock Automatic Lock Manual Lock

Limit Setting Manual Page 77 Page 88 Page 95

Semi-Automatic Page 80 Page 92 Page 99

Automatic Page 83 N/A N/A
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Maestria 50 RTS
Manual limit setting 
* The motor will move continuously if the Up or Down buttons are held for more than a few seconds. Use the my 

button to stop.

Obstacle detection works when the correct weight of the load bar is used in the application. Check with your 
product manufacturer if the obstacle detection does not work.

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

3

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 4

Reverse the direction of rotation

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

Hold Up and  
Down together 
until it jiggles.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 3

2 Check the motor's rotation direction

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button -  
Go to step 4
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4 Set limits

Maestria 50 RTS
Manual limit setting 

 

5

Briefly press the 
my and UP buttons 
simultaneously. The 
product will begin to 
move, then stop at 
the upper limit.

Programming the RTS control to the motor

Stop the product 
at the lower limit.

Press and hold the 
my button until 
the motor jiggles.

*Move the 
product to 
the desired 
top limit.

Briefly press the my 
and Down buttons 
simultaneously. The 
product will begin to 
move down.

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete
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Maestria 50 RTS
Manual limit setting 

 

Maestria RTS

MANUAL LIMIT SETTING

Connect the motor 
to a 240 Volt 
power supply

START

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
channel?

Select the 
required channel

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 
on the transmitter 

for 2 secs

The motor 
jiggles?

Check the motor 
direction

Is the direction 
correct?

Single

Multi

Yes

*move the product
to the desired top

limit

Briefly press the 
my & down 

buttons 
simultaneously

The product 
will begin to 
move down

Stop the product 
at lower limit 

Briefly press the 
my & up buttons 
simultaneously

The product 
will begin to 
move stop at 

the upper 
limit

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles

Press the program 
button briefly

The motor 
jiggles

END

Check power 
supply

Check the motor 
remote battery

Has the motor 
been programmed 

previously?

No

Refer to resetting 
to factory 
flowchart

Yes

No

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles
No

*The motor will move continuously if the 
up or down buttons are held for more 
than a few seconds. Use the stop button
to stop.

Obstacle detection works when the 
correct weight of the load bar is used in 
the application. Check with your product 
manufacturer if the obstacle detection 
does not work.

STOP = MY

Yes
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Maestria 50 RTS
Semi-automatic limit setting
Note: Semi-automatic setting mode is only compatible with screens featuring a hard stop at the upper end limit.

The motor will move continuously if the Up or Down buttons are held for more than a few seconds. Use the my 
button to stop.

Obstacle detection works when the correct weight of the load bar is used in the application. Check with your 
product manufacturer if the obstacle detection does not work.

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

3

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 4

Reverse the direction of rotation

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 3

2 Check the motor's rotation direction

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button -  
Go to step 4

Hold Up and  
Down together 
until it jiggles.

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?
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Maestria 50 RTS
Semi-automatic limit setting

 

4 Semi-automatic limit setting

 

5 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete

Position the 
screen at the 
desired lower 
limit.

Press my and 
Up, the screen 
raises. Press 
my to stop the 
screen.

Press and hold the 
my button to save 
the lower limit. 
The motor will 
jiggle.
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Maestria 50 RTS
Semi-automatic limit setting

 

Maestria RTS

SEMI-AUTOMATIC LIMIT SETTING

Connect the motor 
to a 240 Volt 
power supply

START

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
channel?

The motor 
begins to 
raise the 
screen

Select the 
required channel

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 
on the transmitter 

for 2 secs

The motor 
jiggles?

Check the motor 
direction

Is the direction 
correct?

*Move the product
to its lower limit

Briefly press the 
up & my buttons 
simultaneously

Single

Multi

Yes

Press the stop 
button

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles

Press the program 
button briefly

The motor 
jiggles

END

Check power 
supply

Check the motor 
remote battery

Has the motor 
been programmed 

previously?

No

Refer to resetting 
to factory 
flowchart

Yes

No

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles
No

Automatic setting at UP end limit is only 
compatible with screens featuring a hard 
stop.

*The motor will move continuously if the 
up or down buttons are held for more 
than a few seconds. Use the stop button 
to stop.

Obstacle detection works when the 
correct weight of the load bar is used in 
the application. Check with your product 
manufacturer if the obstacle detection 
does not work.

STOP = MY

Yes
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Maestria 50 RTS
Automatic limit setting
Note: Automatic mode is only compatible with screens fitted with hard up and lower stops.

The motor will move continuously if the Up or Down buttons are held for more than a few seconds. Use the my 
button to stop.

Obstacle detection works when the correct weight of the load bar is used in the application. Check with your 
product manufacturer if the obstacle detection does not work.

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

3

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 4

Reverse the direction of rotation

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 3

2 Check the motor's rotation direction

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button -  
Go to step 4

Hold Up and  
Down together 
until it jiggles.

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?
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Maestria 50 RTS
Automatic limit setting

 

4 Automatic limit setting

Move the screen to 
the halfway position.

Briefly press the Up and Down buttons. 
The screen will jiggle.

Hold the Down button. The screen will lower until it detects the lower limit, 
perform a brief upward movement and return to the lower limit position.

Press and hold the my button 
until the motor jiggles.

 

5 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete
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Maestria 50 RTS
Automatic limit setting

 

Maestria RTS

AUTOMATIC LIMIT SETTING

Connect the motor 
to a 240 Volt 
power supply

START

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
channel?

The motor 
performs a 

jiggle

Select the 
required channel

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 
on the transmitter 

for 2 secs

The motor 
jiggles?

Check the motor 
direction

Is the direction 
correct?

*Move the product
to its half-way

position

Briefly press the 
up & down buttons 

simultaneously

Single

Multi

Yes

Hold the down 
button

The product 
will begin to 
move down 
detect the 
lower limit, 

performs an 
upward 

movement 
and returns to 
its lower limit

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles

Press the program 
button briefly

The motor 
jiggles

END

Check power 
supply

Check the motor 
remote battery

Has the motor 
been programmed 

previously?

No

Refer to resetting 
to factory 
flowchart

Yes

No

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles
No

Automatic setting at UP and LOWER 
end limits is only compatible with 
screens featuring a hard stop.

*The motor will move continuously if the 
up or down buttons are held for more 
than a few seconds. Use the stop button 
to stop.

Obstacle detection works when the 
correct weight of the load bar is used in 
the application. Check with your product 
manufacturer if the obstacle detection 
does not work.

STOP = MY

Yes
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Maestria 50 RTS 
Activate and deactivate obstacle detection

 

 

 

1

2

3

Enter programming mode

Activate obstacle detection

Deactivate obstacle detection

Note: If the motor is inactive for 2 seconds during mode change, it will automatically return to user mode.

Obstacle detection works when the correct weight of the load bar is used in the application. Check with your 
product manufacturer if the obstacle detection does not work.

Press 
briefly

Hold

Move the product to its 
half-way position.

Briefly press my and Up and again hold my and Up until the motor jiggles.

To activate obstacle detection move to step 2.
To deactivate obstacle detection move to step 3.

Briefly press the down button. 
The motor will jiggle slow.

Briefly press the up button.  
The motor will jiggle slow.

Press and hold the my button until 
the motor jiggles.

Press and hold the my button until 
the motor jiggles.
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Maestria 50 RTS
Activate and deactivate obstacle detection

 

Maestria RTS

Activate and Deactivate Obstacle detection

START

Move the product 
to its half-way 

position

Briefly press my & 
up and again hold 
my & up until the 

motor jiggles

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles

END

If the motor is inactive for 2 seconds 
during mode change, it will 
automatically return to user mode.

Obstacle detection works when the 
correct weight of the load bar is used in 
the application. Check with your 
product manufacturer if the obstacle 
detection does not work.

STOP = MY

Activate
or Deactivate

obstacle 
detection?

Briefly press the 
up button

Briefly press the 
down button Activate Deactivate

The motor will 
jiggle slow
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Maestria 50 RTS
Manual setting with **automatic locks at the 
lower limit 
* The motor will move continuously if the Up or Down buttons are held for more than a few seconds. Use the my 

button to stop.

** Requires the product to be equipped with automatic locks at the lower limit.

Obstacle detection works when the correct weight of the load bar is used in the application. Check with your 
product manufacturer if the obstacle detection does not work.

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

3

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 4

Reverse the direction of rotation

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 3

2 Check the motor's rotation direction

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button -  
Go to step 4

Hold Up and  
Down together 
until it jiggles.

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?
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4

Move the 
product to 
its halfway 
position. 

Limit setting

 

5

Briefly press the 
my and Up buttons 
simultaneously. The 
product will begin to 
move up and tension 
against automatic lock.

Set automatic locks lower limit

Maestria 50 RTS
Manual setting with **automatic locks at the 
lower limit 

Press for 
7 secs

Press and hold the 
Up & Down buttons 
for 7 seconds. The 
motor performs a 
jiggle and then a 
second slower jiggle.

*Press the 
Down button 
until the 
product 
unlocks.

Press and hold the 
my button until 
the motor jiggles.

Briefly press the my 
and Down buttons 
simultaneously. The 
product will begin 
to move down.

*Move the 
product to 
the desired 
top limit.

Stop the product at 
lower limit just below 
the automatic lock. 
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6 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Maestria 50 RTS
Manual setting with **automatic locks at the  
lower limit 

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete
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Maestria 50 RTS
Manual setting with **automatic locks at the 
lower limit
 

Maestria RTS

MANUAL SETTING WITH **AUTOMATIC CATCHING SYSTEM 
AT THE LOWER LIMIT

Connect the motor 
to a 240 Volt 
power supply

START

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
channel?

The motor 
performs a 
jiggle and 

then a 
second 

slower jiggle

Select the 
required channel

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 
on the transmitter 

for 2 secs

The motor 
jiggles?

Check the motor 
direction

Is the direction 
correct?

*Move the product
to its half-way

position

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 

for 7 secs

Single

Multi

Yes

*Move the product
to the desired top

limit

Briefly press the 
my & down 

buttons 
simultaneously

The product 
will begin to 
move down

Stop the product 
at lower limit just 

below the 
automatic lock

Briefly press the 
my & up buttons 
simultaneously

The product 
will begin to 

move up and 
tension 
against 

automatic 
lock

*Press the down
button until the
product unlocks

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles

Press the program 
button briefly

The motor 
jiggles

END

Check power 
supply

Check the motor 
remote battery

Has the motor 
been programmed 

previously?

No

Refer to resetting 
to factory 
flowchart

Yes

No

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles
No

*The motor will move continuously if the 
up or down buttons are held for more 
than a few seconds. Use the stop button 
to stop.

**Requires the product to be equipped 
with automatic locks at the lower limit.

Obstacle detection works when the 
correct weight of the load bar is used in 
the application. Check with your product 
manufacturer if the obstacle detection 
does not work.

STOP = MY

Yes
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Maestria 50 RTS
Semi-automatic setting with **automatic locks 
at the lower limit
* The motor will move continuously if the Up or Down buttons are held for more than a few seconds. Use the my 

button to stop.

**Requires the product to be equipped with automatic locks at the lower limit.

Obstacle detection works when the correct weight of the load bar is used in the application. Check with your 
product manufacturer if the obstacle detection does not work.

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

Hold Up and  
Down together 
until it jiggles.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 3

2 Check the motor's rotation direction

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button - 
Go to step 4

3

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 4

Reverse the direction of rotation
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4 Set automatic locks lower limit

Maestria 50 RTS
Semi-automatic setting with **automatic locks 
at the lower limit

*Move the 
product to 
its half-way 
position.

*Move the 
product to the 
lower limit 
just below the 
automatic lock.

Briefly press the my and 
Up buttons simultaneously. 
The product will begin 
to move up and tension 
against automatic lock.

*Press the down 
button until the 
product unlocks.

Press & hold the 
my button until the 
motor jiggles.

Press and hold the Up 
and Down buttons for 
7 seconds. The motor 
performs a jiggle and then 
a second slower jiggle.

Press for 
7 secs

 

5 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete
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Maestria 50 RTS
Semi-automatic setting with **automatic locks 
at the lower limit
 

Maestria RTS

SEMI-AUTOMATIC SETTING WITH **AUTOMATIC CATCHING 
SYSTEM AT THE LOWER LIMIT

Connect the motor 
to a 240 Volt 
power supply

START

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
channel?

The motor 
performs a 
jiggle and 

then a 
second 

slower jiggle

Select the 
required channel

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 
on the transmitter 

for 2 secs

The motor 
jiggles?

Check the motor 
direction

Is the direction 
correct?

*Move the product
to its half-way

position

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 

for 7 secs

Single

Multi

Yes

*Move the product
to the lower limit
just below the
automatic lock

Briefly press the 
my & up buttons 
simultaneously

The product 
will begin to 

move up and 
tension 
against 

automatic 
lock

*Press the down
button until the
product unlocks

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles

Press the program 
button briefly

The motor 
jiggles END

Check power 
supply

Check the motor 
remote battery

Has the motor 
been programmed 

previously?

No

Refer to resetting 
to factory 
flowchart

Yes

No

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles
No

*The motor will move continuously if the 
up or down buttons are held for more 
than a few seconds. Use the stop 
button to stop.

**Requires the product to be equipped 
with automatic locks at the lower limit.

Obstacle detection works when the 
correct weight of the load bar is used in 
the application. Check with your product 
manufacturer if the obstacle detection 
does not work.

STOP = MY

Yes
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Maestria 50 RTS 
Manual setting with manual locks at the 
lower limit
* The motor will move continuously if the Up or Down buttons are held for more than a few seconds. Use the my 
button to stop.

** The manual lock function is deactivated by default. These steps activates the manual lock function. To deactivate, 
repeat step 6.

Obstacle detection works when the correct weight of the load bar is used in the application. Check with your 
product manufacturer if the obstacle detection does not work.

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

Hold Up and  
Down together 
until it jiggles.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 3

2 Check the motor's rotation direction

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button - 
Go to step 4

3

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 4

Reverse the direction of rotation
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Maestria 50 RTS 
Manual setting with manual locks at the 
lower limit

 

 

4 Set limits

 

5

Briefly press the 
my and Up buttons 
simultaneously. The 
product will begin to 
move up and stop at 
the upper limit.

Programming the RTS control to the motor

Stop the product 
at the lower limit 
just below the 
manual lock.

Press and hold the 
my button until 
the motor jiggles.

*Move the 
product to 
the desired 
top limit.

Briefly press the my 
and Down buttons 
simultaneously. The 
product will begin to 
move down.

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete
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Maestria 50 RTS 
Manual setting with manual locks at the 
lower limit

 

6 Program manual lock function

**Move the 
product to the 
lower limit.

**Press and hold 
the Up and my 
buttons until the 
motor completes 
a slow jiggle.

**Turn the 
power off, wait 
3 seconds, then 
turn the power 
back on.

Only connect one motor at a time.
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Maestria 50 RTS 
Manual setting with manual locks at the 
lower limit
 

Maestria RTS Programming

MANUAL SETTING WITH MANUAL LOCKS 
AT THE LOWER LIMIT

Connect the motor 
to a 240 Volt 
power supply

START

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
channel?

Select the 
required channel

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 
on the transmitter 

for 2 secs

The motor 
jiggles?

Check the motor 
direction

Is the direction 
correct?

Single

Multi

Yes

*move the product
to the desired top

limit

Briefly press the 
stop & down 

buttons 
simultaneously

The product 
will begin to 
move down

Stop the product 
at lower limit just 
below the manual 

lock

Briefly press the 
my & up buttons 
simultaneously

The product 
will begin to 

move up and 
stop at the 
upper limit

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles

Press the program 
button briefly

The motor 
jiggles

END

Check power 
supply

Check the motor 
remote battery

Has the motor 
been programmed 

previously?

No

Refer to resetting 
to factory 
flowchart

Yes

No

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles
No

*The motor will move continuously if the 
up or down buttons are held for more 
than a few seconds. Use the stop button 
to stop.

**The manual lock function is deactivated 
by default. These steps activates the 
manual lock function. To deactivate, 
repeat these steps.

Obstacle detection works when the 
correct weight of the load bar is used in 
the application. Check with your product 
manufacturer if the obstacle detection 
does not work.

STOP = MY

Yes

**Move the 
product to the 

lower limit

**Turn the power 
off, wait 3 seconds 
and then turn the 
power back on

**Press and hold 
the up and my 

buttons until the 
motor completes a 

slow jiggle
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Maestria 50 RTS 
Semi-automatic setting with manual locks at the 
lower limit
Note: Semi-automatic setting with manual locks at the lower limit is only compatible with screens featuring a hard 
upper stop and manual locks.
* The motor will move continuously if the Up or Down buttons are held for more than a few seconds. Use the my 
button to stop.

** The manual lock function is deactivated by default. These steps activate the manual lock function. To deactivate, 
repeat step 6.

Obstacle detection works when the correct weight of the load bar is used in the application. Check with your product 
manufacturer if the obstacle detection does not work.

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

Hold Up and  
Down together 
until it jiggles.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 3

2 Check the motor's rotation direction

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button - 
Go to step 4
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3

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 4

Reverse the direction of rotation

100

Maestria 50 RTS 
Semi-automatic setting with manual locks at the 
lower limit

 

 

4 Semi-automatic limit setting

Position the 
screen at the 
desired lower 
limit, just 
below the 
manual lock.

Press my 
and Up, the 
product will 
begin to move 
and stop at the 
upper limit.

Press and hold the 
my button until 
the motor jiggles.
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Maestria 50 RTS 
Semi-automatic setting with manual locks at the 
lower limit

 

 

6 Program manual lock function

**Move the 
product to the 
lower limit.

**Press and hold 
the Up and my 
buttons until the 
motor completes 
a slow jiggle.

**Turn the 
power off, wait 
3 seconds, then 
turn the power 
back on.

Only connect one motor at a time.

 

5 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete
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Maestria 50 RTS 
Semi-automatic setting with manual locks at the 
lower limit

 

Maestria RTS Programming

SEMI-AUTOMATIC SETTING WITH MANUAL LOCKS 
AT THE LOWER LIMIT

Connect the motor 
to a 240 Volt 
power supply

START

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
channel?

Select the 
required channel

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 
on the transmitter 

for 2 secs

The motor 
jiggles?

Check the motor 
direction

Is the direction 
correct?

Single

Multi

Yes

Move the product 
to the lower limit 
just below the 
manual locks

Briefly press the 
my & up buttons 
simultaneously

The product 
will begin to 
move and 
stop at the 
upper limit

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles

Press the program 
button briefly

The motor 
jiggles

END

Check power 
supply

Check the motor 
remote battery

Has the motor 
been programmed 

previously?

No

Refer to resetting 
to factory 
flowchart

Yes

No

Press & hold the 
my button until the 

motor jiggles
No

Automatic setting at UP end limit is 
only compatible with screens featuring 
a hard stop.

*The motor will move continuously if the 
up or down buttons are held for more 
than a few seconds. Use the stop button 
to stop.

**The manual lock function is deactivated 
by default. These steps activates the 
manual lock function. To deactivate, 
repeat these steps.

Obstacle detection works when the 
correct weight of the load bar is used in 
the application. Check with your product 
manufacturer if the obstacle detection 
does not work.

STOP = MY

Yes

**Move the 
product to the 

lower limit

**Turn the power 
off, wait 3 seconds 
and then turn the 
power back on

**Press and hold 
the up and my 

buttons until the 
motor completes a 

slow jiggle



Orea RTS
Programming

      

4 5YES - jiggle NO - jiggle

This means limits have already been set. Press and 
hold simultaneously the Up and Down button. The 
product should jiggle.

After the 
jiggle 
proceed to 
step 10.

Press and hold simultaneously the Up and Down 
button. The product should jiggle.

After the jiggle 
continue to 
step 6.

   

6 Check the correct direction of rotation

Press and hold the 
Down button.
Does the product 
extend?

YES - The product extends while pressing the 
down button - Go to step 8

NO - The product retracts while pressing the 
down button - Continue to step 7

7 Reverse the direction of rotation

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 8

All Situo RTS Transmitters, Smoove RTS, Chronis RTS.
Dry Contact Transmitters and 5 Channel RTS Transmitter (cannot be used to program).
Soliris/Eolis RTS Sensor, Sunis/Eolis 3D RTS Sensor (cannot be used to program).

C

 

1 Select Channel

If you are using a multi channel remote, select the required channel.  
The channel must be selected prior to programming. Continue to step 2...

 Switch on the power 
to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

 

2 Identify the correct motor mode

Did the product perform a jiggle?In order to identify 
which mode the 
motor is in, make 
sure that you pay 
attention to whether 
the product performs 
a jiggle when power 
is applied.

3 Motor Mode

YES - Go to step 4
NO - Go to step 5

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

103
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Orea RTS
Programming

104

 
Move the motor  

100mm short of your  
desired upper limit.

Press and hold the my and  
Down buttons until the product 

starts to extend/lower.

Stop the product at the desired  
limit position (adjust with Up  

or Down if required).

8 Record the Up limit position

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

9 Record the Down limit position

The limits have been recorded

10 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Press and hold the my and Up button 
until the product starts to retract/raise.

The product will 
automatically close 

and stop.

Press and hold the my button  
until the product jiggles to confirm 

the limit settings.

Press for  
3 secs

Check functionality 
Complete
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Orea RTS
Programming

 

Orea RTS

Did the
motor continue to 

move down?

YESNO

Release the stop 
& down buttons

START

Connect Orea 
motor to 230 Volt 

power supply

Refer to Resetting 
to Factory 
Flowchart

Check transmitter 
battery

NO

Has 
motor been 

programmed ?

MULTI

SINGLE

Select the 
required channel 

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
Channel ?

Press & hold the 
Up & Down 

buttons on the 
transmitter for 

2 Secs

The motor 
jiggles ?

Check power 
supply

NO

*Check motor
direction

Is
the direction 

correct ?

Press & hold the 
stop button on the 

transmitter for 
more than 5 Secs

NO

Motor jiggles 
& direction is 

reversed

Move the motor 
100mm short of 

your desired upper 
limit

Press & hold the 
stop & down 

buttons on the 
transmitter

The motor 
starts to 

move down

YES

YES NO

YES

END

Stop the 
motor at your 
desired down 

limit

Press & hold the 
stop & up buttons 
on the transmitter

The motor will 
automatically 
stop with over 

torque

Did the
motor continue 
to move up?

YES

NO

Release the stop 
& up buttons

The motor 
starts to 
move up

Press & hold the 
stop button to 
record the limit 

settings

The motor 
jiggles

Press the program 
button

The motor 
jiggles

* For the overtorque feature of
Orea motor to work the upper/
inner limit MUST be reached via
the Up button on your remote.
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Loggia RTS
Programming

 

1

Switch on the power to the motor.

Only connect one motor at a time.

Power on the motor

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

Hold Up and  
Down together 
until it jiggles.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 3

2 Check the rotation of the motor

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?

YES - The product 
extends while pressing 
the Down button - 
Go to step 4

3

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press 
and hold the 
my button 
until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 4

Reverse the direction of rotation
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Loggia RTS
Programming

 

4

5

Set upper limit position

Set lower limit position

107

Move the motor to 
your desired Up limit.

Press and hold 
the my button to 
record the limit 
settings. The 
motor will jiggle.

Press and hold the my 
and Down buttons on the 
transmitter. The motor will start 
to move down. Release the 
my and Down buttons to stop 
the motor below the locking 
mechanism. Click or lock the 
bottom bar in place.

Press and hold the my 
and Up buttons on the 
transmitter. Once the motor 
moves upwards, release 
the buttons. The motor 
will self-tension against 
the lock.

 

6 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete
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Loggia RTS
Programming 

 
START

Connect motor to 
240 Volt power 

supply

Refer to resetting 
to the RTS motor 
factory flowchart

Check transmitter 
battery

NO

Has 
motor been 

programmed ?

MULTI

SINGLE

Select the 
required channel 

Is the 
transmitter 

single or multi 
channel ?

Press & hold the 
up & down buttons 
on the transmitter 

for 2 Secs

The motor 
jiggles ?

Check power 
supply

NO

Check motor 
direction

Is
the direction 

correct ?

Press & hold the 
my button on the 

transmitter for 
more than 5 Secs

NO

Motor jiggles 
& direction is 

reversed

Move the 
motor to your 

desired up 
limit

YES

YES NO

YES

Release the my 
& down buttons

Press & hold the 
my & down 

buttons on the 
transmitter

The motor 
starts to 

move down

END

Stop the 
Motor below 
the locking 
mechanism

Press & hold the 
my & up buttons 
on the transmitter

Release the my 
& up Buttons

The motor 
starts to 
move Up

Press & hold the 
my button to 
record the limit 

settings

The motor 
jiggles

Confirm the 
channel and press 

the program 
button

The motor 
jiggles

Clip or lock 
the bottom 
bar in place

Loggia RTS
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J4 RTS 
Programming
Note: the J4 RTS has preset limits. Please refer to changing limits flowchart if required.

 

When using a multi-
channel RTS control, 
remember to select the 
desired channel prior 
to programming.

Hold Up and Down 
together until it jiggles.

NO - The product 
retracts while pressing 
the Down button - 
Continue to step 2

1 Check the direction of rotation

Press and hold the 
Down button. Does 
the product extend?

YES - The product 
extends while 
pressing the Down 
button - Go to step 3

2

To reverse the 
direction of the 
motor, press and 
hold the my 
button until the 
product jiggles.

Press and hold 
the Down 
button to test 
that the motor 
direction is 
correct.

Press for 
5 secs

Continue to step 3

Reverse direction of the motor

 

3 Programming the RTS control to the motor

Smoove RTS Situo RTS jiggle = control recorded

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

Check functionality 
Complete
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J4 RTS 
Programming

 

Start

Is the remote 
multi or single 

channel?

Press up & down

Select the channelMulti

Single

The motor 
jiggles

Press the program 
button

The motor 
jiggles

End

Note: The J4 RTS Motor has preset limits. 
Please refer to changing limits flowchart if required.

J4 RTS Programming

Is the motor 
direction 
correct?

YES

Hold the my 
button until the 
motor jiggles

NO
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J4 RTS 
Changing Lower Limit

 

 

Hold the Up and Down buttons 
until the motor jiggles.

Select the channel.

Press the down button continuously 
until the lower limit is reached. The 

motor will continue to travel down if 
held for more than 2 seconds.

Press the my button when the 
desired limit is reached.

Briefly press the Up button. 
The motor will jiggle.

Move the blind away from 
the upper and lower limits.

1

2

Move the blind away from the upper and lower limits

Setting the Lower limit
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J4 RTS
Changing Lower Limit

 

Start

Is the remote 
multi or single 

channel?

Move the blind 
away from the 

upper and lower 
limits

Select the channel 
of the motorMulti

Single

The motor 
jiggles

End

J4 RTS
Changing the Lower Limit

Press the down 
button continuosly 
until the lower limit 

is reached

The motor will 
continue to 
travel if the 
down button 
is held for 

more than 2 
seconds 

Press the my 
button when the 
desired limit is 

reached

Hold the up & 
down buttons

The motor 
jiggles

Breifly press the 
up button

Note:
If the new lower limit is missed in the process 
of changing the limit. Repeat in full, this 
changing limit flowchart.
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J4 RTS 
Changing Upper Limit
Note: if the ‘mushroom’ stop is triggered while changing the upper limit, the motor sets the new upper limit a few 
millimetres below the ‘mushroom’.

 

Hold the Up and Down buttons 
until the motor jiggles.

Briefly press the Down button. 
The motor will jiggle.

Select the channel.

Press the Up button continuously 
until the upper limit is reached. 
The motor will continue to travel 
if held for more than 2 seconds.

Press the my button 
when the desired limit 

is reached. 

Move the blind away from 
the upper and lower limits.

1

2

Move the blind away from the upper and lower limits

Setting the Upper limit
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J4 RTS
Changing Upper Limit

 

Start

Is the remote 
multi or single 

channel?

Move the blind 
away from the 

upper and lower 
limits

Select the channel 
of the motorMulti

Single

The motor 
jiggles

End

J4 RTS
Changing the Upper Limit

Press the up button 
continuously until 
the upper limit is 

reached

The motor will 
continue to 
travel if the 
up button is 

held for more 
than 2 

seconds 

Press the my 
button when the 
desired limit is 

reached

Hold the up & 
down buttons

The motor 
jiggles

Briefly press the 
down button

Note:
If the “mushroom” stop is triggered while changing the 
upper limit, the motor sets the new upper limit a few 
millimetres below the “mushroom”.

If the new upper limit is missed in the process of changing 
the limit. Repeat in full, this changing limit flowchart.
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RTS Sensors
Eolis & Soliris RTS sensor

 

1. Wind
 Adjusting the wind sensor value will enable the awning to retract at a specific wind speed. Turning 

the adjuster anti-clockwise (toward the negative) will make the end product retract on a small 
amount of wind.

 Turning the adjuster clockwise (toward the positive) will make the product retract on a higher amount 
of wind.

 Turning the wind adjuster into demo mode will lower the required wind threshold and reduce all 
waiting times for sun appearance/ disappearance and wind blowing/ not blowing.

 Ensure Demo mode is deactivated before completing the commissioning procedure.
2. Sun
 Adjusting the sun sensor value will enable the awning to extend and retract at a specific light level. 

Turning the Adjuster anti-clockwise (toward the negative)  will make the end product extend on a 
small amount of light.

 Turning the adjuster clockwise (toward the positive), will require a larger amount of light in order to 
make the product extend.

 When cloud cover or darkness causes the light level to drop below the preset, the awning will retract.

 Ensure automatic sun mode is enabled with Situo Soliris Remote.
3. Mounting
 The sensor must be mounted horizontally.

Sensor Overview

Feedback LEDS

RTS Sensors have indicator LEDs that will flash when sun/wind present and light up solid when 
a signal has been transmitted. RTS sensors are NOT compatible with Loggia motors.
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RTS Sensors
Eolis & Soliris RTS sensor wiring diagram

 

Note: Soliris Sensor RTS has a black "cap" on the top most extremity

SOLIRIS/EOLIS
RTS SENSOR
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RTS Sensors
Eolis & Soliris RTS sensor programming

 

1 Programming the sensor into the motor memory

prog

Press for 
1 sec

Press for 
3 secs

2 Commissioning the RTS sensor

   

The product will automatically extend to the intermediate position when controlled by the sun sensor 
(if a "MY" position has been set). If a "MY" position has not been set, the product will fully extend.

When a sensor is recorded into the memory of a motor, it regularly sends a security signal to confirm 
radio communication if the sensor is faulty or damaged, the motor will not receive the signal and 
the product will retract. Remember to delete the sensor from the motor memory if the sensor is to be 
removed from the installation. 

Set the sensor into demo mode by jiggle =  Set the light sensitivity to maximum
turning the wind adjuster to ‘demo’ demo mode active by turning the sun adjuster to ‘-’

prog

 Trigger the light threshold by shining a Trigger the wind threshold by blowing
 torch on the sensor lens – the product hard on the sensor wind cups - the
 will extend after approximately 10 seconds product will retract almost immediately

Set the light threshold Set the wind threshold 
adjuster to 12 o’clock to the desired position
(Recommended for  
most installations) 

Sensor 
tested

Altus RTS, Orea RTS 
Universal Receiver, ModVar Slim Receiver.

jiggleRTS Control 
already recorded

jiggle = sensor recorded

C
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RTS Sensors
Eolis & Soliris RTS sensor programming

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This procedure will only work if
you have an existing remote
that has already been
programmed to the motor.

The Motor
Jiggles

START

Connect the
Existing Motor &
New Sensor to
240 Volts, if not

already connected

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTI

Select the
Pre-programmed

Channel that
Operates the

Motor

Press & Hold the
Program Button

on the Remote for
3 secs

SINGLE

Select the
Pre-programmed

Remote that
Currently

Operates the
Motor

Press Briefly the
RED Program
Button on the

Sensor

The Motor
Jiggles

Go to the Sensor
you wish to Add

Turn the Wind
Sensitivity

Adjuster to the
DEMO position

Did the Motor
Jiggle?

NO

YES

You have
Successfully
Added the

Sensor

Restart the Adding
Process

Turn the Wind
Sensitivity

Adjuster out of the
DEMO position

END

The Motor
Jiggles and is
ready for use
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RTS Sensors
Eolis & Soliris RTS sensor deleting

 

1 Deleting the sensor from the motor memory

prog

Press for 
1 sec

Press for 
2 secs

 RTS Control jiggle jiggle = sensor deleted 
 already recorded   

2 Verifying sensor deletion

Set the sensor into demo mode by No jiggle The sensor has now
turning the wind adjuster to ‘demo’  been deleted

prog

Press for 
2 secs

 

prog

Press for 
5 secs

 RTS Control jiggle 2 jiggles = all sensors 
 already recorded   deleted

3 Deleting all RTS sensors
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RTS Sensors
Eolis & Soliris RTS sensor deleting

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This procedure will only work if
the sensor you want to delete is
already programmed to the
motor.

The Motor
Jiggles

START

Connect the
Existing Motor &
Sensor to 240

Volts, if not
already connected

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTI

Select the
Pre-programmed

Channel that
Operates the

Motor

Press & Hold the
Program Button

on the Remote for
2 Seconds

SINGLE

Select the
Pre-programmed

Remote that
Currently

Operates the
Motor

The Motor
Jiggles

Go to the
Pre-programmed
Sensor you wish

to Delete

END

Turn the Wind
Sensitivity

Adjuster to the
DEMO position

Did the Motor
Jiggle?

YES

NO

You have
Successfully
Deleted the

Sensor

Restart the
Deletion process

Press Briefly the
RED Program
Button on the

Sensor

Note: Keep pressing the program button till the motor jiggles twice to delete all sensors

*
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 Set the sensor into Demo mode,  jiggle Adjust the sun threshold. The LED will turn 
 by holding the mode button for 2 seconds.  green when the current light level is reached.

RTS control already recorded jiggle Press for 0.5 secs jiggle

RTS Sensors
Sunis RTS sensor programming

 

1 Charging the sensor

Altus RTS, Orea RTS & Sonesse RTS
Universal Receiver

Before programming the sensor, remove it from the packaging and place it in direct sunlight  
with the solar panel up for a minimum of 20 minutes.

2 Recording the sensor into the motor memory

3 Commissioning the sensor

 Take the sensor out of demo mode by jiggle sensor set 
 holding the mode button for 2 seconds.

   

An awning will automatically extend to the intermediate position when controlled by the sensor (if a "MY" position 
has been set). If an intermediate position has not been set, the awning will fully extend.

When a sensor is recorded into the memory of a motor, it regularly sends a security signal to confirm radio 
communication if the sensor is faulty or damaged, the motor will not receive the signal and the awning will retract. 
Remember to delete the sensor from the motor memory if the sensor is to be removed from the installation.

Press for 
2 secs

C
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RTS Sensors
Sunis RTS sensor programming

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This procedure will only work if
you have an existing remote
that has already been
programmed to the motor.

The Motor
Jiggles

START

Connect the
Existing Motor to
240 Volts, if not

already connected

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTI

Select the
Pre-programmed

Channel that
Operates the

Motor

Press & Hold the
Program Button

on the Remote for
2 secs

SINGLE

Select the
Pre-programmed

Remote that
Currently

Operates the
Motor

The Motor
Jiggles

Turn over the
Sunis sensor

Press & Hold the
Mode Button on
the Sunis for 2

secs

Did the Motor
Jiggle?

NO

YES

You have
Successfully
Added the

Sensor

Restart the Adding
Process

END

Press & Hold the
Mode Button on
the Sunis for 2

Sec

Ensure that the
Sunis has been
charged in direct

Sunlight for
20mins minimum

The Motor
Jiggles

Press Briefly the
RED Program
Button on the

Sensor
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RTS Sensors
Sunis RTS sensor deleting

 

 

1 Deleting the sensor from the motor memory

RTS control already recorded jiggle Press for 0.5 secs jiggle sensor deleted

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This procedure will only work if
you have an existing remote
that has already been
programmed to the motor.

The Motor
Jiggles

START

Connect the
Existing Motor to
240 Volts, if not

already connected

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTI

Select the
Pre-programmed

Channel that
Operates the

Motor

Press & Hold the
Program Button

on the Remote for
2 secs

SINGLE

Select the
Pre-programmed

Remote that
Currently

Operates the
Motor

Press Briefly the
RED Program
Button on the

Sensor

The Motor
Jiggles

Turn over the
Sunis sensor

Press & Hold the
Mode Button on
the Sunis for 2

secs

Did the Motor
Jiggle?

YES

NO

You have
Successfully
Deleted the

Sensor

Restart the
Deletion Process

END

Ensure that the
Sunis has been
charged in direct

Sunlight for
20mins minimum

Press for 
2 secs
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1

 RTS Control already recorded jiggle  jiggle = sensor added 
  

2 Adjusting sensitivity

Set the motion threshold adjuster to between 3-6.

Note: Setting to '0' will put the sensor into a learning mode. 
 Refer to the installation guide for more details.

Press for 
0.5 secs

Press for 
2 secs

RTS Sensors
Eolis 3D RTS sensor programming

1

Altus RTS & Orea RTS 
Universal Receiver

Programming the sensor to the motor memory

 

3 Test the sensor

 Test the sensor functionality by shaking the awning. sensor added
 The awning should retract if the sensor has been programmed correctly.

   

Removing, then replacing batteries after changing settings is recommended.
Make sure the Up button retracts and Down extends, otherwise you need to reset the awning.

C
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RTS Sensors
Eolis 3D RTS sensor programming

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This procedure will only work if
you have an existing remote
that has already been
programmed to the motor.

The Motor
Jiggles

START

Connect the
Existing Motor to
230 Volts, if not

already connected

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTI

Select the
Pre-programmed

Channel that
Operates the

Motor

Press & Hold the
Program Button

on the Remote for
2 secs

SINGLE

Select the
Pre-programmed

Remote that
Currently

Operates the
Motor

Press Briefly the
RED Program
Button on the

Eolis 3D Sensor

The Motor
Jiggles

Turn the motion
Sensitivity

Adjuster to the
desired position

Is the Motor
Retracting the

Awning?

NO

YES

You have
Successfully
Added the

Sensor

END

Insert two (2)
alkaline batteries
into the Eolis 3D

Insert the Eolis 3D
into its base

Attach the Eolis
3D base to the

bottom rail of the
Awning

Extend the Awning
with the Down
button of the

remote

Shake the bottom
rail of the Awning

Verify the
Batteries have

charge

Restart the Adding
Process
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RTS Sensors
Eolis 3D RTS sensor deleting

1 Deleting the sensor from the motor's memory

 RTS Control already recorded jiggle  jiggle

2 Test the sensor

Test the sensor functionality by shaking the awning. sensor deleted
The awning shouldn’t retract if the sensor has been deleted correctly.

*Press for 
0.5 secs

Press for 
2 secs

✔

✘

✔

✘
   

If installation is incorrect or the batteries are low, the awning will retract every 15 to 30 minutes.

*Keep pressing for two jiggles if you wish to delete all sensors.
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RTS Sensors
Eolis 3D RTS sensor deleting

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This procedure will only work if
the sensor you want to delete is
already programmed to the
motor.

The Motor
Jiggles

START

Connect the
Existing Motor to
230 Volts, if not

already connected

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTI

Select the
Pre-programmed

Channel that
Operates the

Motor

Press & Hold the
Program Button

on the Remote for
2 secs

SINGLE

Select the
Pre-programmed

Remote that
Currently

Operates the
Motor

Press Briefly the
RED Program
Button on the

Eolis 3D Sensor

The Motor
Jiggles

Is the Motor
Retracting the

Awning?

YES

NO

You have
Successfully
Deleted the

Sensor

END

Insert the Eolis 3D
into its base

Detach the Eolis
3D from the base

Extend the Awning
with the Down
button of the

remote

Shake the bottom
rail of the Awning

Restart the
Deletion Process

Note: Keep pressing the program button till the motor jiggles twice if you wish to delete all sensors.

*
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ThermoSunis & Sunis Indoor Wirefree 
RTS sensors

 

Select the Operating Mode* - Mode 1 - Sunis Indoor and ThermoSunis Single 
 Roller Shutter or External Blind. One Sensor per Motor. 

The Thermosunis and Sunis Indoor RTS Sensors are suitable for various end products. Please ensure the correct 
operating mode is selected for the required end product. Each style of end product requires its own sensor (and for 
the Sunis Indoor/Thermosunis Mode 1 ensure the sensor is only used with 1 motor).

 

Sun & Temperature On/Off Switch

For the Sunis Indoor, Sliding the switch to the right turns 
the sensor on, and sliding to the left turns the sensor 
off. Unlike other Somfy RTS Sensors, the sensor can be 
turned off without the use of a remote. 

For the Thermosunis Indoor, Sliding the switch to the centre positions turns the 
sun sensor on, sliding the switch to the right turns both the sun and temperature 
sensors on, and sliding to the left turns both of the sensor off. Unlike other Somfy 
RTS Sensors, the sensor can be turned off without the use of a remote. 

Dynamic Sun Position 
Sensor is temporarily 
shaded by the end 
product 
End product moves up to 
uncover the sensor as the 
sun angle changes.

Sun Appearing and 
Temperature† Exceeded
End product moves 
down, stops in front of 
Sensor and moves up  to 
uncover the sensor. 

Sun Disappearing or 
Temperature* 
falling below 
threshold 
End product moves to 
the upper limit.

Note: The end product 
needs to block light to the 
sensor to be able to react 
correctly.

*The Sunis Indoor sensor 
is always in Mode 1 and 
cannot be changed.
†Only when sun and 
temperature mode is selected 
with the thermosunis.

 

Buttons, Switches and LEDs

Activation LED
- Sun appearing/ 
disappearing

Activation LED
- Sun appearing/ 
disappearing

Sensitivity 
Adjustment
- Sun trigger 
adjustment

Sensitivity 
Adjustment
- Sun trigger 
adjustment

Mode button
- LED Feedback and Demo mode

On/Off switch
- Sensor Off 
or Sun mode 
toggle switch

Activation LED
- Temperature 
over/under

Sensitivity 
Adjustment
- Thermostat 
trigger adjustment

Program Button
- Pairing Button Program Button

- Pairing buttonFunction Selection
- Operational mode selection

Mode button
- LED feedback 
and Demo mode

On/Off switch 
- sensor off or sun or sun 
and temp mode selection



 

 

Pairing

Press the Program 
button on the remote 

for 3 seconds

jiggleBriefly press the 
program button on 

the sensor

 

jiggle

 

Mode 2 - ThermoSunis Only. Multiple Roller Shutter, Internal or External Blinds 

Sun Appearing and 
Temperature† Exceeded 
End product moves down and 
stops at the “my” Position (must 
be set on the end product).

Sun Disappearing or Temperature† 
falling below threshold 
End product moves to the upper limit. 

Note: The end product 
cannot block light to 
the sensor for correct 
operation.

  

Mode 3 - ThermoSunis Only. Multiple Roller Shutter, Internal or External Blinds 

Sun Appearing and 
Temperature† Exceeded 
End product moves down and 
stops at the end limit.

Sun Disappearing or Temperature† 
falling below threshold 
End product moves to the "my" Position. 

Note: The end product 
cannot block light to the 
sensor for correct operation.

Press for 
3 secs
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ThermoSunis & Sunis Indoor Wirefree 
RTS sensors
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Adjusting Threshold

Current level 
over threshold

Current level 
under threshold

Turn the sensitivity adjustment all the 
way to the “+”, clockwise direction. 
The LED should be illuminated red. 
Gradually decrease the sensitivity 
until the LED changes to green. The 
threshold will now be set to the 
current light or temperature level.

Deleting

Press the Program 
button on the remote 

for 3 seconds

jiggle jiggleBriefly press the 
program button on 

the sensor

  

†Only when sun and temperature mode is selected with the thermosunis.

Press for 
3 secs
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ThermoSunis & Sunis Indoor Wirefree 
RTS sensors
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ThermoSunis & Sunis Indoor Wirefree 
RTS sensors
Programming

52

 

ThermoSunis & Sunis Indoor RTS Sensors 
Programming Flow Chart
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RTS Receivers
Wiring Diagrams

 

 

   

The motor's active for a direction is dependent on the installation.  
Refer to the motor's enclosed documentation to determine the appropriate directional wire colour.

Centralis Indoor RTS

Centralis Uno RTS
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RTS Receivers
Wiring Diagrams

   

The motor's active for a direction is dependent on the installation.  
Refer to the motor's enclosed documentation to determine the appropriate directional wire colour.

Universal Receiver RTS
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RTS Receivers
Wiring Diagrams

Outdoor Lighting Receiver RTS

Indoor Lighting Receiver RTS
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Some Somfy receivers have an LED and others provide visual feedback by moving the end product. 
Ensure you have identified the type of receiver you are working on prior to programming.

It is possible to set Somfy receivers 
into the programming mode remotely 
using an RTS control already assigned 
(particularly useful if the receiver or 
motor is difficult to reach)

 

Centralis Indoor, Centralis Uno RTS, Universal 
Receiver, Outdoor/Indoor Lighting Receivers
Programming RTS receivers

1 Setting the RTS receiver into the programming mode

R

AND/OR

R

 Press the program button for  The receiver LED will light The end product 
 approximately 3 seconds up and remain on will jiggle

Press for 
3 secs

 

2 Recording the RTS control

R

AND/OR

Smoove RTS   Situo RTS LED Starts to blink jiggle = 
   control recorded

OR

Press for 
1 sec

Press for 
1 sec

 

3 Erasing the memory of the RTS receiver

R

 Press the program button for  The LED will blink, indicating that the The end product
 approximately 12 seconds RTS receiver memory has been erased will jiggle twice

Press for 
12 secs

AND/OR

This procedure will mimic 
what happens in step 1, but 
without having to gain access 
to the receiver/motor. After this 
procedure continue to step 2.

3S

Centralis Indoor RTS shown.  
Programming process identical for all receivers listed on page 8.

R
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Centralis Indoor, Centralis Uno RTS, Universal 
Receiver, Outdoor/Indoor Lighting Receivers
Programming RTS receivers

Version: 1.0 Date: 31/07/2008 © Somfy Pty Limited, July 2008This Sheet is subject to change without notice

Programming De-Programming

END

START

Connect the Motor
to the Receiver, if

not already
connected

Is the
Remote Single

or Multi
Channel?

MULTISelect the
required Channel

Press the Program
Button on the
Remote briefly

SINGLE

Check
Functionality

Connect the
Receiver to power,

if not already
connected

Press & Hold the
Program Button
on the Receiver
for 3 Seconds

The Motor
Jiggles and/or

the LED
illuminates

The Motor
Jiggles and/or

the LED
starts blinking

END

START

Connect the Motor
to the Receiver, if

not already
connected

Connect the
Receiver to power,

if not already
connected

Press & Hold the
Program Button
on the Receiver
for 12 Seconds

The Motor
Jiggles twice

and/or the
LED blinks
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Mod/Var & Universal Slim Receiver
Overview

Caution: The receiver is IP54 & must be appropriately protected.
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Use the     screwdriver to 
slide the battery out of the 

batter holder

Situo Range
Situo RTS - Pure/Silver/Gold/Rose Gold

 

Press for 
5 secs

Setting the 'my' position

   

The 'my' position is not available on all motors and controllers, please contact Somfy for more 
information. If used in conjunction with a sun sensor, the motorised product will move to the 
'My' position when sun is present.

 

Deleting the 'my' position

Press for 
5 secs

Battery Replacement

Use the     screwdriver to 
unscrew the 1 screw on the 

back of the remote

Remove back cover/  
Slide down and remove 

back cover

Replace with a new 3 Volt 
CR2430 battery, ensuring the (+) 
symbol is pointing away from 

the circuit board

Send the motorised product to 
your favourite position  

(press my button to stop)

Tap the my button and wait for 
the motorised product to reach its 

programmed my position

Press and hold the  
my button for 5 seconds

Press and hold the  
my button for 5 seconds

jiggle

jiggle

The my position has 
been successfully saved

The my position has 
been successfully 

deleted

5. Fixation du support mural 
(Figure  D )

En suivant la figure, ouvrir le support mural et le 
fixer, à l’aide d’un tournevis et de vis de type M3, 
sur une surface plane.

 Ne pas utiliser de visseuse électrique.

6. Utilisation
6. 1. Touches  /  (Figure  E )
6. 2. Touche STOP/
 - Appuyer brièvement sur  pour stopper 

l’activation de l’application. 
 - Si l’application est à l’arrêt, appuyer 

brièvement sur  pour l’activer jusqu’à 
sa position favorite (my).

6. 3. Enregistrement, modification ou 
suppression de la position favorite (my)

 - Placer l’application dans la position 
souhaitée et appuyer (≈ 5 s) sur  pour 
l’enregistrer en position favorite (my). 

 - Placer l’application dans sa position 
favorite (my) et appuyer (≈ 5 s) sur  
pour la supprimer.

7. Activation - Désactivation de 
l’automatisme Soleil

Avec la Situo 5 Soliris RTS, le groupe 5 doit 
être sélectionné pour activer/désactiver 
l’automatisme.
 - Appuyer brièvement sur le bouton e 

pour savoir si l’automatisme Soleil est 
activé ou désactivé.

 - Appuyer (≈ 3 s) sur le bouton e jusqu’au 
changement d’état du ou des voyants 
témoins d pour activer ou désactiver 
l’automatisme. 

L’activation de l’automatisme est indiquée 
par le ou les voyants témoins allumés.
(Figure  F )

8. Astuces et conseils
Pour remplacer le dernier point de 
commande RTS perdu ou cassé, contacter 
un professionnel de la motorisation et de 
l’automatisation de l’habitat.

9. Remplacement de la pile (Figure  G )
En suivant la figure, ouvrir la Situo 1 Soliris RTS 
ou la Situo 5 Soliris RTS, remplacer la pile puis 
refermer.

 Veiller à séparer les piles et batteries 
des autres types de déchets et à les 
recycler via le système local de collecte.

10. Données techniques
Bandes de fréquence et puissance maximale 
utilisée : 433.050 MHz - 434.790 MHz 
p.a.r. <10 mW
Portée radio : 20 m entre deux murs.
Température d’utilisation : 0°C à + 50°C
Alimentation : 1 pile type CR2430, 3 V

Par la présente Somfy déclare que l’équipement 
radio couvert par ces instructions est conforme 

aux exigences de la Directive Radio 2014/53/UE et aux 
autres exigences essentielles des Directives Européennes 
applicables. 
Le texte complet de la déclaration UE de conformité est 
disponible sur www.somfy.com/ce.

FR

 2/2

D

F

< 0,5 s.

> 0,5 s.

< 0,5 s.

> 0,5 s.

CR2430 
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5. Attaching the wall mount 
(Figure  D )

Referring to the diagram, open the wall mount 
and fix to a flat surface using a screwdriver and 
an M3-type screw.

 Do not use an electric screwdriver.

6. Use
6. 1.  /  buttons (Figure  E )
6. 2. STOP/  button
 - Briefly press  to stop the end-product 

from activating. 
 - If the end-product has been stopped, briefly 

press  to activate it until the favourite 
position (my).

6. 3. Setting, modifying or deleting the 
favourite position (my)

 - Place the end-product in the required 
position and press  (≈ 5 s) to set the 
favourite position (my). 

 - Place the end-product in the favourite position 
(my) and press  (≈ 5 s) to delete it.

7. Activation / Deactivation of the 
automatic Sunlight device

With the Situo 5 Soliris RTS, group 5 must 
be selected to turn the automatic device 
on/off.
 - Briefly press the e button to determine 

whether the automatic Sunlight device 
is on or off.

 - Press the e button (≈ 3 s) until the 
indicator light(s) d change(s) status to 
turn the automatic device on or off. 

When the automatic device is on, the 
indicator light(s) is/are lit.(Figure  F )

8. Tips and recommendations
To replace the last broken or lost RTS control 
point, contact a home motorisation or 
automation professional.

9. Replacing the battery (Figure  G )
Referring to the diagram, open the 
Situo 1 Soliris RTS or Situo 5 Soliris RTS, 
replace the battery and then close.

 Separate storage cells and batteries 
from other types of waste and recycle 
them via your local collection facility.

10. Technical data
Frequency bands and maximum power used: 
433.050 MHz - 434.790 MHz e.r.p. <10 mW
Radio range: 20 m between two walls
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C
Power supply: 1 CR2430 3 V battery

Somfy hereby warrants that the radio device 
subject to these instructions conforms to the 

requirements of the Radio Equipment Directive 2014/53/EU 
and other essential requirements of the applicable European 
Directives. 
The full text of the EU Declaration of Conformity is available 
at www.somfy.com/ce.

EN

5. Fijación del soporte de pared 
(Figura  D )

Siguiendo las indicaciones de la figura, abra el 
soporte de pared y fíjelo sobre una superficie 
lisa utilizando un destornillador y tornillos de 
tipo M3.

 No utilice un destornillador eléctrico.

6. Utilización
6. 1. Teclas  /  (Figura  E )
6. 2. Tecla STOP/
 - Pulse brevemente la tecla  para 

detener el movimiento de la aplicación. 
 - Si la aplicación no está en movimiento, pulse 

brevemente la tecla  para activarla 
y hacer que se mueva hasta su posición 
preferida (my).

6. 3. Memorización, modificación o 
eliminación de la posición preferida 
(my)

 - Sitúe la aplicación en la posición deseada 
y pulse (≈ 5 s) la tecla  para memorizar 
la posición preferida (my). 

 - Sitúe la aplicación en la posición preferida 
(my) y pulse (≈ 5 s) la tecla  para 
eliminarla.

7. Activación - Desactivación del 
automatismo Sol

Con la Situo 5 Soliris RTS, debe 
seleccionarse el grupo 5 para activar/
desactivar el automatismo.
 - Pulse brevemente el botón e para 

saber si el automatismo Sol está 
activado o desactivado.

 - Pulse (≈ 3 s) el botón e hasta el cambio 
de estado del o de los indicadores 
luminosos d para activar o desactivar 
el automatismo. 

La activación del automatismo se señala 
mediante los indicadores luminosos 
encendidos.(Figura  F )

8. Sugerencias y consejos
Para la sustitución del último punto de 
mando RTS perdido o averiado, contacte 
con un profesional de la motorización y la 
automatización del hogar.

9. Sustitución de la pila (Figura  G )
Siguiendo las indicaciones de la figura, abra 
la Situo 1 Soliris RTS o la Situo 5 Soliris RTS, 
sustituya la pila y vuelva a cerrarla.

 Recuerde separar las baterías o pilas 
de otro tipo de residuos y reciclarlas 
a través del centro de recogida de 
residuos de su localidad.

10. Datos técnicos
Bandas de frecuencias y potencia máxima 
usados: 433.050 MHz - 434.790 MHz 
e.r.p. <10 mW 
Alcance de la emisión radio: 20 m entre dos 
paredes.
Temperatura de funcionamiento: de 0 °C a 50°C
Alimentación: 1 pila de tipo CR2430, 3 V

Por la presente, Somfy declara que el equipo de 
radio contemplado en estas instrucciones cumple 

los requisitos de la Directiva de Radio 2014/53/UE y los 
requisitos esenciales de las Directivas Europeas aplicables. 
El texto completo de la declaración de conformidad UE está 
disponible en www.somfy.com/ce.

ES

5. Fixar o suporte de parede 
(Figura  D )

De acordo com a figura, abra o suporte de 
parede e fixe-o, com uma chave de parafusos e 
parafusos tipo M3, numa superfície plana.

 Não utilizar uma chave de parafusos 
eléctrica.

6. Utilização
6. 1. Botões  /  (Figura  E )
6. 2. Botão STOP/
 - Prima ao de leve  para parar 

a activação da aplicação. 
 - Se a aplicação parar, prima ao de leve  

para activar até à sua posição favorita (my).
6. 3. Definir, modificar ou remover 

a posição favorita (my)
 - Coloque a aplicação na posição pretendida 

e prima (≈ 5 s)  para defini-la na posição 
favorita (my). 

 - Coloque a aplicação na sua posição favorita 
(my) e prima (≈ 5 s)  para remover.

7. Activação/desactivação do 
automatismo Sol

Com o Situo 5 Soliris RTS, o grupo 5 deve 
ser seleccionado para activar/desactivar 
o automatismo.
 - Prima ao de leve o botão e para saber 

se o automatismo Sol está activado ou 
desactivado.

 - Prima (≈ 3 s) o botão e até que o(s) 
indicador(es) luminoso(s) d mude(m) 
de estado para activar ou desactivar 
o automatismo. 

A activação do automatismo é indicada 
pelo(s) indicador(es) luminoso(s) aceso(s).
(Figura  F )

8. Sugestões e conselhos
Para substituir o último ponto de comando 
RTS perdido ou partido, contacte um técnico 
de instalação de motorização e automatismos 
domésticos.

9. Substituição da pilha (Figura  G )
De acordo com a figura, abra o 
Situo 1 Soliris RTS ou o Situo 5 Soliris RTS, 
substitua a bateria e feche.

 As baterias ou os acumuladores têm 
de ser separados de outros tipos de 
resíduos e têm de ser reciclados 
através de outros pontos de recolha 
locais.

10. Especificações técnicas
Bandas de frequência e potência máxima 
utilizada: 433.050 MHz - 434.790 MHz
e.r.p. <10 mW
Alcance da transmissão via rádio: 20 m entre 
duas paredes.
Temperatura de funcionamento: 0°C a 50°C
Alimentação: 1 pilha tipo CR2430, 3 V

Pelo presente, a Somfy declara que o equipamento 
de rádio abrangido por estas instruções está em 

conformidade com as exigências da Directiva de Rádio 
2014/53/UE e com as restantes exigências essenciais das 
Directivas europeias aplicáveis. 
O texto completo da declaração de conformidade da UE está 
disponível em www.somfy.com/ce.
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Smoove RTS
Overview

LED light

Stop/My 
Favourite 
Position

Up/Retract 
Button

On/Off Switch  
(not applicable on Smoove RTS Origin)

Down/Extend 
Button

Low Battery indicator Program Button

Smoove RTS Control Overview

 

Function Overview

Press and hold the On/Off button for 2 seconds to turn on device - the LED light will flash to indicate that 
device is on. Press and hold On/Off button for 2 seconds to turn off device. 

Setting the 'My' position procedure is the same as the Situo range.
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Situo Variation RTS
Overview

Situo Variation Overview

Function Overview

The central scroll wheel is for precise adjustment of horizontal blind slats. 

The Up and Down buttons are on the edge of the scroll wheel. The 'My' position stores the Intermediate 
Position the same way as other Situo RTS controls.

   

All Somfy RTS products are compatible with each other. 
The Situo Variation RTS has the added Sun feature similar to the Situo Soliris RTS.

Up/Retract Button

Down/Extend Button

Scroll Wheel Stop/My Favourite Position

Selection Lights
Channel Selection/Sensor Button
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Situo Soliris RTS
Overview

Situo Soliris Overview

 

Wind/Sun and Wind Button (Sensor Button)

Situo Soliris remotes are required when a Soliris RTS Sensor or Sunis RTS sensor is paired with the motor. 
The Situo Soliris RTS remotes are equipped with a Sun Sensor activation/ deactivation button. The Sun 
feature is deactivated by default. To "turn on" the Sun Sensing feature, press the Channel Selection button 
until all four (one for the Situo Soliris 1) LEDs are illuminated, then press and hold the Sensor Button until 
the two LEDs surrounded by the printed box around the "Wind Sock" move to the two LEDs surrounded  
by the printed box around the "Wind Sock" and the "Sun" picture. Disabling the Sun Sensing feature 
follows the same process. The Wind Sensor (where fitted) is always active and will retract your blind/ 
awning in the event of excessive wind to prevent damage to your installation.

   

When the motor is paired with a sun sensor, and the Sun function is activated, the motor will go 
to the "My" position once the Sun sensor is activated.

Up/Retract Button

Stop/My Favourite Position

Channel Selection/  
Sensor Button

Down/Extend Button

Selection Lights

Situo 5 Soliris RTS Pure Situo 1 Soliris RTS Pure
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Keytis 2 RTS
Overview

Keytis Overview

Channel Button

Channel Button

1.  Select the channel  
then hold the program 
button on the back of 
the Situo remote until 
the motor jiggles.

3.  While the LED is 
flashing, press one of 
the channel buttons, 
the motor will jiggle.

2.  Open the Keytis remote and 
locate the two strips labelled 
‘PROG’ next to it. Use a 
flathead screwdriver to short 
the contacts until the LED on 
the front begins flashing.

Press for 
3 secs

Troubleshooting

The LED on the Keytis does not flash Ensure the battery is correctly installed. Change the battery.

The pairing didn’t work The Keytis remote could be in the wrong radio protocol. 
Pinpoint the small silver strip labelled “ADR” next to 
the battery support. Use a screwdriver to make contact 
between the ADR strip and the battery; the LED flashes. 
Then press the remote control key and the LED turns off.

The RTS motor could have too many controls already 
paired. Reset and reprogram the motor.  
Warning: this clears all previous controls.



 

 

Telis 16 RTS & Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Overview

   

This remote uses 2 AAA batteries- never use rechargeable batteries. If no action is made with the 
remote control within 2 minutes, it goes into "time out mode". When users "wake up" the remote 
control (with up/ stop-my/ down buttons), the last channel selected appears.

Note: The Twilight feature enables 
summer and winter sun tracking.

Display (Auto mode): at 
6:30pm, an automatic 
order will be sent 
to lower/extend the 
products in channel 1. 
The programmed time  
shown is always later  
than the current.

Manual mode: Channel 3 is 
programmed to a motor/group 
of motors named "Room 2"

Product name & number

Selection Button

LED indicator

Stop/My Favourite Position

Low battery alert

Navigation Buttons

Channel number

Up/Retract Button

Down/Extend Button

Activated products/groups

Time slots

Current Time

Selection Button

LED indicator

Stop/My 
Favourite 
Position

Automated order  
Up/My/Down

Navigation 
Buttons

Programmed Day

Up/Retract Button

Down/Extend Button

Telis 16

Telis 6 Chronis
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Telis 16 RTS and Telis 6 Chronis
Channel naming
Note: Parameters must be set before naming channels.

 

1

2

Wake up the remote

Enter manual mode

Select any button on 
the remote and the 
screen will turn on. 

If nothing appears on 
the screen, remove the 
battery cover and check 
the polarity and charge 
of the batteries.

Briefly press the selection 
button to enter manual mode. 

Note: Manual mode does not 
need to be selected when 
programming Telis 16 RTS.

Press and hold the 
selection button until set 
appears on the display.

Select the desired 
channel by using the 
arrow buttons. 
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Telis 16 RTS and Telis 6 Chronis
Channel naming

 

 

3

4

Change the name

Save channels name

Use the 
navigation 
button to select 
the location of 
the character to 
be edited.

Press and hold the 
selection button to 
save the settings.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button to edit 
the character. 
The character will 
begin to Flash.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save character.

Repeat step 3 if 
another character 
is needed.

Use the navigation 
buttons to choose 
the character.
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Channel naming
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Telis 16 RTS
Channel naming
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Initial setup

 

 

 

1

3

2

Wake up the remote

Set Month

Set Year

If nothing appeared on the 
screen, remove the battery 
cover and check the polarity 
and charge of the batteries.

Select any button 
on the remote 
and the screen 
will turn on. 

YEAR and SET 
appear on 
the display.

Use the 
navigation 
buttons to 
set year.

Use the 
navigation 
button to 
set month.

Briefly touch the selection 
button to save the year. 
MONTH and SET will 
appear on the display.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save month.



 

Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Initial setup

 

 

4

5

Set Day

Set Time

DAY and SET will 
appear on the 
display. Use the 
navigation button 
to set the day.

TIME and SET will 
appear on the 
display. Use the 
navigation button to 
set the current hour 
time (24 hour clock).

Use the 
navigation 
buttons to 
set the time 
for minutes.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save day.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save cuurent 
time for hour.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save cuurent 
time. AREA and 
SET will appear 
on the display.

149
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Initial setup

 

 

 

6

7

8

Select Area

Skip setting winter and summer sunset time

Set winter sunset time

Use the 
navigation 
buttons to 
set Area to 
OFF (for Aust 
& NZ).

Briefly press 
the navigation 
button to save 
area. JUNE and 
SET will appear 
on the display.

Setting sunset time in summer and winter is optional.
To skip setting summer and winter sunset time continue to step 7.
To set the sunset time in summer and winter, skip to step 8.

Briefly press the selection button four times. 
Then move to step 10.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save hour.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save sunset 
time in winter.

Use the navigation 
buttons to set the 
sunset time for 
hour in winter.

Use the navigation 
buttons to set the sunset 
time for minutes.

150
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Initial setup

 

 

9

10

Set summer sunset time

Sun sensors

DEC and SET 
will appear on 
the display.

Use the navigation 
buttons to set the sunset 
time for hour in summer.

Use the navigation 
buttons to set the 
sunset time for minutes.

If there are sun sensors, 
use the navigation 
buttons to select either 
‘No Sun’ or ‘Sun’.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save hour.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save sunset 
time in summer.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button to save.
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Initial setup
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Initial setup
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Adding an automatic order
Tip! You can copy automatic orders from one day to another. Refer to copying an automatic from one day to 
another flowchart.

 

 

1

2

Wake up remote

Select day for automatic order

Press and hold the 
selection button 
until SET appears on 
the display.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button.

Use the navigation 
buttons to select the 
desired day of the 
automatic order.

EDIT and SET 
will appear on 
the display.

Toggle the display to 
automatic mode by 
briefly pressing the 
selection button.
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Adding an automatic order

Briefly press the 
selection button. 
Move to step 6.

Briefly 
press the 
selection 
button.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button.

Use the navigation 
button to select the 
new automatic order.

Use the navigation 
button until “ ” 
appears on the display.

Use the 
navigation 
button to set 
the hour (24).

Note: if a sunset time hasn’t been set, press and hold the selection button, then refer to modifying general 
parameters flowchart.

Briefly press the selection 
button. The automatic order 
time will begin flashing.

If the automatic order is for 
a sunset, move to step 4. 

If the automatic order isn’t 
for a sunset, move to step 5.

155

3

4

5

Selecting automatic order

Set a sunset time

Set the time

Use the navigation 
button to set the 
minutes.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button. 
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Adding an automatic order

6

8

7

Select channel

Save automatic order

Select the order

Use the 
navigation 
button to select 
the channel to 
assign order.

Press and hold 
the selection 
button.

Use the navigation 
button to toggle 
until all channels 
are flashing.

Use the navigation 
button until the 
desired order is 
flashing.

Briefly press the 
selection button. 
Repeat step 6 if 
there are more 
channels to assign.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button. 

Briefly press 
the selection 
button. 

Hold
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Adding an automatic order
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Editing an automatic order

 

1

2

Wake up the remote

Select day to be edited

Toggle the display to 
automatic mode by 
briefly pressing the 
selection button.

Use the navigation 
button to select 
the desired day 
of the automatic 
order to edit.

Use the navigation button 
to select the existing 
automatic order to edit.

Press and hold the 
selection button 
until SET appears 
on the display.

Briefly press the 
selection button. 
EDIT and SET  
will appear on  
the display.

Briefly press the 
selection button. 
Automatic order 
time will begin 
flashing.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button.

Hold

Is the automatic order 
for sunset?
Yes – continue to step 3
No – move to step 4
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Editing an automatic order

4 Set the time

Briefly press the 
selection button. 
Move to step 5.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button. 

 

3 Edit automatic order for sunset

Use the navigation 
button until “ ” 
appears on the display.

Use the 
navigation 
button to set 
the minutes.

Use the 
navigation 
button to set 
the hour (24).

Briefly press 
the selection 
button. 

Briefly press 
the selection 
button. 

Note: if a sunset time hasn’t been set, press and hold the selection button, then refer to modifying general 
parameters flowchart.
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Editing an automatic order

 

5 Select channels

Use the navigation 
button to select the 
channel to assign or 
change order.

Use the navigation 
button to toggle 
until all channels 
are flashing.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to select/deselect 
channels. 

Briefly press the 
selection button.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button.

Press and hold 
the selection 
button.

6

7

Select the order

Save settings

Use the navigation 
button to toggle 
until the desired 
order is flashing.

Hold
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Editing an automatic order

Toggle the display 
to automatic mode 
by briefly pressing 

the selection 
button

START

Press & hold the 
selection button 

until “SET” 
appears on the 

display

Select the desired 
day of the 

automatic order by 
using the 

navigation buttons

Briefly press the 
selection button

“EDIT” & 
“SET” will 

appear on the 
display

Use the navigation 
button to select 

the existing 
automatic order to 

edit

Briefly press the 
selection button

Briefly press the 
selection button

Automatic 
order time will 
begin flashing

Is the automatic 
order for sunset?

NO

Briefly press the 
selection button

Use the navigation 
button to set the 

hour (24h)

Briefly press the 
selection button

Use the navigation 
button to set the 

minutes

Briefly press the 
selection button

Use the navigation 
button to select 
the channel to 
assign/delete

Briefly press the 
selection button to

Select/deselect 
channels

Are there any 
more channels to 

assign/delete?

Using the 
navigation button 
to toggle until all 

channels are 
flashing

Briefly press the 
selection button

Using the 
navigation button 
toggle until the 

desired order (‘Λ’ 
‘V’ or ‘my’) is 

flashing

Briefly press the 
selection button

Press & hold the 
selection button

END

NO

YES

Has a sunset 
time been set?YES

Using the 
navigation button 
until ” ”appears 
on the display

YES

Press & hold the 
selection button

NO

Please refer to 
modifying general 

parameters 
flowchart

END

Briefly press the 
selection button

Telis 6 Chronis RTS 
Editing an automatic order 
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Copying an automatic order from one day to another

Note: Refer to programming an automatic order flowchart if the day to be copied is identical to another 
day of the week.

 

 

 

1

3

2

Enter programming mode

Save changes

Copy day

Press and hold the 
selection button 
until SET appears on 
the display.

Press and hold 
the selection 
button.

Toggle to automatic 
mode by briefly 
pressing the 
selection button.

Use the 
navigation 
button to 
select the day 
to be copied.

Use the navigation 
button to select the 
day the program is 
to be pasted.

Simultaneously 
hold the left and 
right navigation 
buttons until 
COPY appears on 
the screen.

Simultaneously hold 
the left and right 
navigation buttons 
until PASTE appears 
on the screen. 
Repeat step 2 to copy 
additional days.
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Copying an automatic order from one day to another
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Deleting an automatic order

 

 

1

2

Enter programming mode

Select day to delete order

Toggle to automatic 
mode by briefly 
pressing the 
selection button.

Use the navigation 
buttons to select the 
day to be modified.

Use the navigation 
button until DELET 
appears on the display.

Briefly press the 
selection button.  
EDIT and SET will 
appear on the display.

Press and hold the 
selection button 
until SET appears 
on the display.

Briefly press 
the selection 
button. 

Hold
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Deleting an automatic order

 

 

3

4

Delete automatic order

Save changes

Use the navigation 
button to select the 
automatic order to 
be deleted.

Press and hold the 
selection button to 
save changes.

Briefly press the 
selection button. 
The automatic order 
is deleted.

Hold
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Deleting an automatic order



 

Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Modifying general parameters

 

1 Wake up the remote

If nothing appeared on the 
screen, remove the battery 
cover and check the polarity 
and charge of the batteries.

 

2 Set Year

Toggle the display to 
automatic mode by 
briefly pressing the 
selection button.

Briefly touch to the 
selection button to 
save the year. MONTH 
and SET will appear 
on the display.

Press and hold 
the selection 
button until YEAR 
and SET appear 
on the display.

167

Use the navigation 
buttons to set year.

Select any button 
on the remote 
and the screen 
will turn on. 
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Modifying general parameters

 

 

 

3

4

5

Set Month

Set Day

Set Time

Use the navigation 
button to set month.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save month.

168

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save day.

Briefly press the selection 
button to save current 
time for hour.

DAY and SET will 
appear on the 
display. Use the 
navigation button 
to set the day.

TIME and SET will appear 
on the display. Use the 
navigation button to set 
the current hour time 
(24 hour clock).

Use the 
navigation 
buttons to set 
the time for 
minutes.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save current 
time. AREA and 
SET will appear 
on the display.
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Modifying general parameters

6 Select Area

 

7

8

Skip setting winter and summer sunset time

Set winter sunset time

Use the 
navigation 
buttons to set 
AREA to OFF  
(for Aust & NZ).

Use the navigation 
buttons to set the 
sunset time for 
minutes.

Setting sunset time in summer and winter is optional. To skip setting summer and winter sunset time, 
continue to step 7. To set the sunset time in summer and winter, move to step 8.

Press the 
selection button 
to save area. 
JUNE and SET 
will appear on 
the display.

Briefly press the selection button 
four times. Move to step 10.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save hour.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save sunset 
time in winter.

Use the navigation 
buttons to set the 
sunset time for hour 
in winter.

X 4
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Modifying general parameters

9

10

Set summer sunset time

Sun sensors

Use the navigation 
buttons to set the 
sunset time for hour 
in summer.

Use the navigation 
buttons to set the 
sunset time for 
minutes.

DEC and SET 
will appear on 
the display.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save hour.

Briefly press the 
selection button 
to save.

Briefly press the selection 
button to save sunset 
time in summer.

If there are sun 
sensors, use the 
navigation buttons to 
select either ‘No Sun’ 
or ‘Sun’.
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Modifying general parameters
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Telis 6 Chronis RTS
Modifying general parameters
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Connexoon Window RTS 

 

Note: Installation guides for Connexoon Window RTS Google Home and Amazon Alexa voice control are available on 
www.somfypro.com.au
Connexoon box must be connected to the internet. The LED (left side of the box) is green when connected to the 
Somfy server.

Follow the on-screen instructions.

Go to www.somfy-connect.com to 
activate your Connexoon Window RTS box.

Enter PIN code located on 
the underside of the box.

Confirmation screen notifying that 
you have been sent an email.

Go to your email to 
confirm Connexoon 
Window RTS activation. 

Enter required information and select 
confirm on the final screen.

1 Activate Connexoon Window RTS
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Connexoon Window RTS 

174

Follow the on-screen instructions.

When you first open the app, enter the 
email address and password that you 
have defined during the activation of  

your Connexoon Window RTS.  

Select the top left of the screen  
and choose configuration.

Enter a name 
(must not be login email address).

Select ‘add’. Then follow the  
on-screen instructions.

2

3

Launch the app.

Add RTS equipment
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Mod/Var Slim & Universal Slim Receivers
Programming & limit setting for LT motors

 

 

1

2

Remove the limit cap Depress both limit buttons

 

3

When using a multi-channel RTS control, remember to select the desired channel prior to programming.

Hold up & down 
together until it jiggles.

Power on the motor and receiver

Preparation

Programming

   
If the direction of the motor is incorrect, reverse the wiring of the black and brown motor cables.

Switch on the power to the receiver.

Only connect one receiver at a time.
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Mod/Var Slim & Universal Slim Receivers
Programming & limit setting for LT motors

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Press the program button on the RTS control until the product jiggles.

jiggle = control recorded

6

5

Press up and stop the product at the Up limit 
position. Press the corresponding limit button on the 
motor until the button springs up.

         The upper limit position has been set.
OR

OR

4

Press down and stop the product at the Down limit 
position. Press the corresponding limit button on the 
motor until the button springs up.

           The lower limit position has been set.

OR

OR

Setting the Lower Limit Position

Setting the Upper Limit Position

Programming the RTS Control to the motor
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Mod/Var Slim & Universal Slim Receivers
Programming
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Mod/Var Slim & Universal Slim Receivers
Returning to factory configuration

 

1

Switch on the power to the receiver.

Only connect one receiver at a time.

Power on the motor and receiver

Cut the 
power for 
a minimum 
of 2 seconds.

Power 
on

 

  
Apply 
power 
for 5 
seconds.

Turn the power to the receiver off for 2 seconds, on for 5 seconds and off for 2 seconds.  
The blind will move for 5 seconds. If the blind didn’t move, repeat the process.

Cut the 
power for 
a minimum 
of 2 seconds.

Power 
on

jiggle = control recordedSmoove RTS Situo RTS

OR

Select the pre-programmed 
channel on the remote.

Press and hold the program button on the remote for 10 seconds. The blind jiggles once after  
2 seconds and again after 10 seconds. All previous settings including remotes are cleared.
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Mod/Var Slim & Universal Slim Receivers
Returning to factory configuration

START

Connect to a 240V 
power supply

Turn the power to 
the receiver off for 

2 seconds

Turn the power to 
the receiver on for 

5 seconds

END

Mod/Var & Universal Slim Receivers  
Returning to factory configuration

Turn the power to 
the receiver off for 

2 seconds

Did the blind move 
for 5 seconds?

Check Power
Supply

No

Is ths remote a 
single channel or 
multi channel?

Select the pre-
programmed 

channel
Multi

Press & hold the 
program button on 
the remote for 10 

seconds

The blind 
jiggles once 

after 2 
seconds

The blind will 
jiggle again 

after 7 
seconds

All previous 
settings 
including 

remotes are 
cleared.

Single
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Dry Contact Transmitter  
(1 Channel Busline Transmitter)
Operation

 

1 Dry contact transmitter

  TERMINAL CONNECTIONS

  N  - Neutral

  L  - Live

  C  - Volt free contact Common

       - Volt free contact Up command

       - Volt free contact Down command

 CONTROL 

 Short circuit Common and Up command ( C &       ) to generate an Up RTS signal

 Short circuit Common and Down command ( C &      ) to generate a Down RTS signal

 Short circuit Common, Up and Down command ( C ,      &      ) to generate a Stop RTS signal

Pulse only 
1.5 sec}

 

2 Pairing dry contact transmitter

 The motor jigglesPress the program button on 
existing remote for 3 seconds 

 The motor jiggles

OR

Press 
for  

3 secs

Press the program 
button on the dry 
contact transmitter 

for 1 second 

Press 
for  

1 sec
R

Press 
for 

3 secs
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Press the program button on 
existing remote for 3 seconds.

OR

The motor 
jiggles.

Press for 3 secs

DCT2RTS
Operation

 

1 DCT2RTS Transmitter 

2 Pairing DCT2RTS transmitter 
Project Name © Copyright 2017 

All rights reserved 
These drawings 
remain the  
property of Somfy 
and shall not be 
copied or used 
without written 
permission.Drawing No

Drawn ByDate Printed
Harry DO

0001482
20/10/2017

ACTIVE
NEUTRAL

EARTH

230 V 50Hz
DCT2RTS

5VDC 
micro-USB

my

Smoove IB

c

Note:

For BMS control of motors 
individually each channel input will 
require two Dry Contact (0 volt) 
relays with a momentary latch of 
0.5 – 1 second.

Please refer to User Manual for 
Switch Compatibility table.

my

RTS 
Motor

SITUO 5 RTS

RELAY 2
Down

RELAY 1
Up

N/ON/OCommon

Ch1 Ch2 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5
Common

(+5v)

+   -

Channel 
Selector

VDC
12/24

micro 
USB

DCT2RTS 5 Channel Interface
1811548

Up Down Up Down

Project Name © Copyright 2017 
All rights reserved 
These drawings 
remain the  
property of Somfy 
and shall not be 
copied or used 
without written 
permission.Drawing No

Drawn ByDate Printed
Harry DO

0001482
20/10/2017

ACTIVE
NEUTRAL

EARTH

230 V 50Hz
DCT2RTS

5VDC 
micro-USB

my

Smoove IB

c

Note:

For BMS control of motors 
individually each channel input will 
require two Dry Contact (0 volt) 
relays with a momentary latch of 
0.5 – 1 second.

Please refer to User Manual for 
Switch Compatibility table.

my

RTS 
Motor

SITUO 5 RTS

RELAY 2
Down

RELAY 1
Up

N/ON/OCommon

Ch1 Ch2 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5
Common

(+5v)

+   -

Channel 
Selector

VDC
12/24

micro 
USB

DCT2RTS 5 Channel Interface
1811548

Up Down Up Down

5 channel inputs 
for dry contact 
switching

Channel selector

Micro USB 5V 
power input

Select channel 1 to 5 (G). 
Press the program button (B).

 The motor 
jiggles.
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2 Pairing a dry contact channel

 

1 Overview

182

RS485 RTS Transmitter
Operation

Select  
channel 1-5.

Press program  
button on the  

RS485 Transmitter 
for 1 second.

The motor  
jiggles.

Press for 
1 sec

Press the program button 
on existing remote for 

3 seconds.

OR

The motor 
jiggles.

Press for 3 secs
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Glydea



 

 

Glydea
Overview

Note: Commands are issued by shorting the 0 volt 
contacts on the Glydea. Close and Common together will 
issue a Close order, Open and Common will issue an Open 
command. Close, Open and Common together will stop 
the Glydea. Contact requires <1.5 second pulse 5v and IR 
Output are only required with using an IR3 sensor.

LED light

Set/Select button

Mode button

RTS module socket

RJ12 port

Glydea WT and DCT Overview

Glydea Ultra Overview

RJ 12

LED light

Mode Button

Set/Select button
RJ12 port

Glydea Overview

Somfy Tip Make sure you slide the lock on the motor, when installing
the motor to the track.  

Recommended – DCT Setting Tool or Universal 
Test Lead to commission  this product

RTS module socket

Mounting guide

6: Close
5: Stop

4: Not Connected

1: Open
2: Not Connected
3: Common

Note:
Commands are issued by shorting the 0 volt contacts on 
the Glydea. Close and Common together will issue a 
Close order, Open and Common will issue an Open 
command. Close, Open and Common together will stop 
the Glydea.
Contact requires <1.5 second pulse
5v and IR Output are only required with using an IR3 
sensor.

Glydea
Overview

185

Set/Select button

Silent mode switch

RJ12 port

Mode button
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Glydea
Overview

 

   

Make sure you 
slide the lock on 
the motor, when 
installing the motor 
to the track. 

Mounting guide

Recommended - DCT Setting 
Tool or Univeral Test Lead to 
commission this product.

RJ 12

LED light

Mode Button

Set/Select button
RJ12 port

Glydea Overview

Somfy Tip Make sure you slide the lock on the motor, when installing
the motor to the track.  

Recommended – DCT Setting Tool or Universal 
Test Lead to commission  this product

RTS module socket

Mounting guide

6: Close
5: Stop

4: Not Connected

1: Open
2: Not Connected
3: Common

Note:
Commands are issued by shorting the 0 volt contacts on 
the Glydea. Close and Common together will issue a 
Close order, Open and Common will issue an Open 
command. Close, Open and Common together will stop 
the Glydea.
Contact requires <1.5 second pulse
5v and IR Output are only required with using an IR3 
sensor.

Glydea
Overview

186



Glydea
Wiring diagram

 

Glydea WT

Glydea DCT/RTS 

187
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1

2

Enter programming mode

Reverse motor direction

188

Glydea DCT
Changing the motor direction

LED light

Mode button

Note: a small paper clip is required for pressing the Mode and Set buttons.

Press and hold the 
Mode button until the 
Green LED appears.

Mode button

Press and hold the mode 
button until the Green LED 
turns off. The motor direction 
has been changed.

Briefly press the set button.
Set/Select 
button

The green LED will begin 
flashing or stay solid.

Green 
LED light
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Glydea DCT
Changing the motor direction
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Glydea DCT
Dry contact ergonomics setting
Note: requires a DCT setting tool or a 3 Button normally open Dry Contact switch with Open (UP), Stop and Close 
(down) buttons.

1. Standard switch (default):
Closing contacts Common and Open / Pressing the Open button = Open
Closing contacts Common and Close / Pressing the Close button = Close
Closing contacts Common and Stop / Pressing the Stop button = Stop
Closing contacts Common, Open and Close = Stop

2. 2-Button Sequencing
Closing contacts Common and Open / Pressing the Open button = Open
Closing contacts Common and Close / Pressing the Close button = Close
Closing contacts Common and Stop / Pressing the Stop button = Stop

While the motor is moving
Closing contacts Common and Open / Pressing any button = Stop
Closing contacts Common and Close / Pressing any button = Stop

 

 

1

2

Enter programming mode

Change dry contact ergonomics

Press and hold Open (up), Stop & Close (down) 
buttons simultaneously. The motor will jiggle 
once. Then release all buttons simultaneously.

Press and hold the Stop & Close (Down) buttons 
simultaneously. The motor will jiggle once. The 
dry contact ergonomics has been changed.
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Hold

Hold
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Glydea DCT
Dry contact ergonomics setting
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Glydea DCT
Erasing the memory of the motor and remote

 

1 Erase the motors memory

Using a paperclip press and hold the Set button for 12 seconds.

Release the “Set” button. The motors memory has been erased.

The motor will jiggle 3 times 
and a Red LED will light up.

Set/Select 
button

RED flash. 
Set/Select 
button.

Hold for 
12 secs
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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Glydea DCT
Erasing the memory of the motor and remote
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Glydea RTS
Modifying the end limits

 

 

1

2

Change the open limit

Change the close limit

To change the open limit, begin at step 1. To change the close limit, begin at step 2.

Briefly press the open button, and 
allow the curtain to move to the 
current open limit. Move to step 3.

Briefly press the down button and 
allow the curtain to move to the 
current close limit.
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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4 Save new limits

Press and hold the my button 
until the curtain jiggles.

Glydea RTS
Modifying the end limits
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

 

 

3 Set new limit

Press and hold the Up and Down 
buttons until the curtain jiggles.

Move the curtain 
to the new limit.
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

OR
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Glydea RTS
Modifying the end limits
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Glydea RTS
Modifying the motor direction

 

 

1 Change motor direction

Move the curtain away 
from the end limits.

Press and hold the Up and Down 
buttons until the curtain jiggles.
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

 

2 Save the new motor direction 

Press and hold the my 
button until the curtain 
jiggles. The curtain direction 
has been changed.
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

OR
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Glydea RTS
Modifying the motor direction
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Glydea RTS
Erasing the memory of the motor

 

1 Erase motors memory

Using a paperclip, press and hold 
the program button for 12 seconds.

The motor will jiggle 3 times. 
The motor memory is erased. 

Program 
button
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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Glydea RTS
Erasing the memory of the motor
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Glydea RTS
Modifying the motor speed

 

 

1 Enter programming mode

Move the curtain away 
from the end limits.

Press and hold Up and my buttons 
until the motor jiggles. The curtain will 
continuously open and close.
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel
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2

3

Change the speed

Save new motor speed

To decrease the 
speed, press the 
Down button.

Press and hold the my button 
until the curtain jiggles. The new 
speed has been confirmed.

To increase the 
speed, press the 
Up button.
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

OR
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Glydea RTS
Modifying the motor speed

 

START

Press and hold 
the Up and my 

buttons until the 
curtain jiggles

Press the up 
button to increase, 

press the down 
button to decrease

The new speed 
has been 
confirmed

END

Glydea RTS
Modifying the motor speed

The curtain 
begins to 

continually 
open and close

Confirm 
speed?

No

Press and hold 
the my button until 
the curtain jiggles

Yes



 

 

1 Enter programming mode

Move motor away 
from the end limits.

203

Glydea RTS
Touch motion
*Note: the mode will cycle from no touch, low sensitivity to high sensitivity and then back to no touch motion (loop).

Press and hold the Up and Down 
buttons until the curtain jiggles.
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel
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OR

 

2 Change touch motion

*Press and hold the Up and Down 
buttons until the curtain jiggles.
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

 

3 Save new touch motion settings
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Press and hold the my button 
until the curtain jiggles.
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Glydea RTS
Touch motion



 

205

Glydea WT
Modifying the motor direction

 

 

 

1

3

2

Ensure the motor is installed on a curtain track

Save new motor direction

Change motor direction

*Note: requires a DCT setting toll or a 3 button normally open Dry Contact switch with Open (up), Top and Close 
(down) buttons.
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel
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the following procedure will only work with a new motor.

The Glystro 50 is equipped with a Soft start and Soft stop. When on the first run, during limit setting the Glystro 
will run at half speed. In normal operation the Glystro will run at half speed during the start and stop of it's 
operation. This is normal and is a feature of the unit's functionality.

Connect the AC Adaptor

Press & Hold the Up & 
Down Buttons on the 
transmitter for 2 sec

Press the Open 
or Close button 
on the remote

Verify the 
functionality 
of the Glystro Complete

Press the Program 
Button on the 

transmitter for 2 sec

The Master 
carrier will 

stall against 
the end

The Glystro 
will move 

briefly

The Glystro 
will run in 

that direction

The Glystro will 
move briefly 

again

The motor will 
then reverse 

direction 
automatically

The mater 
carrier will 

stall against 
the end.

Select the Required Channel

Press 
for 2 
secs

oR

oR

Pocket Book 2010.indd   75 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Maintain power on the motor 
in either direction and wait 
until the curtain stops.

Press and hold the Open (up), Stop and 
Close (down) buttons simultaneously 
on the DCT setting tool or a dry contact 
switch until the motor jiggles once. 

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the motor jiggles once. The motor 
direction has been changed.
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1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Hold

Hold
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Glydea WT
Modifying the motor direction

 

The WT motor direction can also be changed by swapping the directional 
(Brown and Black) wires.



 

207

Glydea WT
Erasing the memory of the motor

 

 

1

2

Ensure the motor is installed on a curtain track

Erase motors memory
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1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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the following procedure will only work with a new motor.

The Glystro 50 is equipped with a Soft start and Soft stop. When on the first run, during limit setting the Glystro 
will run at half speed. In normal operation the Glystro will run at half speed during the start and stop of it's 
operation. This is normal and is a feature of the unit's functionality.

Connect the AC Adaptor

Press & Hold the Up & 
Down Buttons on the 
transmitter for 2 sec

Press the Open 
or Close button 
on the remote

Verify the 
functionality 
of the Glystro Complete

Press the Program 
Button on the 

transmitter for 2 sec

The Master 
carrier will 

stall against 
the end

The Glystro 
will move 

briefly

The Glystro 
will run in 

that direction

The Glystro will 
move briefly 

again

The motor will 
then reverse 

direction 
automatically

The mater 
carrier will 

stall against 
the end.

Select the Required Channel

Press 
for 2 
secs

oR

oR

Pocket Book 2010.indd   75 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Maintain power on the motor 
in either direction and wait 
until the curtain stops.

Press and hold the set button.
Set/Select 
button

The curtain will jiggle 3 times. The memory of the 
motor is erased. If power is maintained to the 
motor, it will automatically learn new limits.
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Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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Glydea WT
Erasing the memory of the motor

 



 

 

209

Glydea RTS
Programming

 

1 Enter programming mode
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1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Ensure the motor is installed 
on a curtain track.

Press and hold the Up and Down 
buttons on the remote for 2 seconds. 
The motor will jiggle.
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

To reverse the motors direction, press 
and hold the my button for more than 
5 seconds. The motor will jiggle. 

Note: skip this step if the motors 
direction is correct.

2 Check the motors direction
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Glydea RTS
Programming

 

3 Record the remote
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2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Briefly press the program button on the 
remote. The motor will jiggle and the 
remote has been recorded.

 

4 Setting limits
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Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Press Up button on the remote. The motor will 
begin to learn end limits. Don’t stop the motor 
until the end limits have been reached and the 
motor has completely stopped.
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Glydea DCT
Changing the open limits

 

1 Enter programming mode

Note: a small paper clip is required for pressing the Mode and Set buttons.

Mode button

Mode button

Press and hold the 
Mode button until the 
Green LED appears.

Briefly press the Mode 
button once. A Red LED 
will appear and stay on.

Green LED light

Red LED light
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2 Change Open limit

Glydea DCT
Changing the open limits

Move the curtain to 
the new open limit.
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1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Briefly press the Set 
button to confirm.

Set/Select 
button
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the following procedure will only work with a new motor.

The Glystro 50 is equipped with a Soft start and Soft stop. When on the first run, during limit setting the Glystro 
will run at half speed. In normal operation the Glystro will run at half speed during the start and stop of it's 
operation. This is normal and is a feature of the unit's functionality.

Connect the AC Adaptor

Press & Hold the Up & 
Down Buttons on the 
transmitter for 2 sec

Press the Open 
or Close button 
on the remote

Verify the 
functionality 
of the Glystro Complete

Press the Program 
Button on the 

transmitter for 2 sec

The Master 
carrier will 

stall against 
the end

The Glystro 
will move 

briefly

The Glystro 
will run in 

that direction

The Glystro will 
move briefly 

again

The motor will 
then reverse 

direction 
automatically

The mater 
carrier will 

stall against 
the end.

Select the Required Channel

Press 
for 2 
secs

oR

oR

Pocket Book 2010.indd   75 11/02/10   4:19 PM

The motor will move 
to the close limit.

Mode button

Press and hold the Mode 
button until the Red LED 
turns off. The open limit 
has been changed.
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Glydea DCT
Changing the close limits

 

 

1 Enter programming mode

Note: a small paper clip is required for pressing the Mode and Set buttons.

Mode button

Mode button

Press and hold the 
Mode button until the 
Green LED appears.

Briefly press the Mode 
button twice. A Red LED 
will begin to blink.

Green 
LED light

Red blinking 
LED light
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Briefly press the Set 
button to confirm.

 

2
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1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM
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the following procedure will only work with a new motor.

The Glystro 50 is equipped with a Soft start and Soft stop. When on the first run, during limit setting the Glystro 
will run at half speed. In normal operation the Glystro will run at half speed during the start and stop of it's 
operation. This is normal and is a feature of the unit's functionality.

Connect the AC Adaptor

Press & Hold the Up & 
Down Buttons on the 
transmitter for 2 sec

Press the Open 
or Close button 
on the remote

Verify the 
functionality 
of the Glystro Complete

Press the Program 
Button on the 

transmitter for 2 sec

The Master 
carrier will 

stall against 
the end

The Glystro 
will move 

briefly

The Glystro 
will run in 

that direction

The Glystro will 
move briefly 

again

The motor will 
then reverse 

direction 
automatically

The mater 
carrier will 

stall against 
the end.

Select the Required Channel

Press 
for 2 
secs

oR

oR

Pocket Book 2010.indd   75 11/02/10   4:19 PM

Set new close limit

Move the curtain to 
the new close limit.

The motor will move 
to the open limit.

Glydea DCT
Changing the close limits

 

3 Save new Close limit

Press and hold the Mode 
button until the Red LED 
turns off. The close limit 
has been changed.

Set/Select 
button

Set/Select 
button
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Glydea DCT
Changing the open & close limits

 

START

Connect the motor 
to a 240V power 

supply

Press & hold the 
Mode button until 
the Green LED 

appears

Briefly press the 
Mode button once

Briefly press the 
Set button to 

confirm

The open limit 
has been 
changed

END

Note: A small paper clip is required for pressing 
the Mode & Set buttons.

Press & hold the 
Mode button until 
the Green LED 

turns off

The motor will 
move to the 
close limit

Move the curtain 
to the new open 

limit

START

Connect the motor 
to a 240V power 

supply

Press & hold the 
Mode button until 
the Green LED 

appears

Briefly press the 
Mode button twice

Briefly press the 
Set button to 

confirm

The open limit 
has been 
changed

END

Press & hold the 
Mode button until 
the Green LED 

turns off

The motor will 
move to the 
open limit

Move the curtain 
to the new close 

limit

A Red LED 
will appear 
and stay on

A Red LED 
will begin to 

blink

Open Limit Close Limit

Glydea 60e DCT  
Changing the open & close limits 
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Glydea DCT
Modifying the motor speed

 

 

1 Enter programming mode

Mode button

Mode button

Press and hold the 
Mode button until the 
Green LED appears.

Briefly press the Mode 
button 4 times.

Green LED light

X 4
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Glydea DCT
Modifying the motor speed

Mode button

Mode button

Briefly press the Mode 
button to confirm speed. 
A Green LED will appear.

Green LED light

 

2 Change the motors speed

Flashing 
green then 
red LED 

©
 c

op
yr

ig
h

t 
SO

M
FY

 P
ty

. 
Li

m
it

ed
 2

0
10

83

Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

The LED will begin flashing Green and Red. 
The motor will continuously open and close.

Toggle the speed setting 
by briefly pressing the 
Set button.

Set/Select 
button

 

3 Save new speed

Press and hold the Mode 
button until the Green LED 
turns off. The motor speed 
has been changed.
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Glydea DCT
Modifying the motor speed
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Glydea DCT
Changing the touch motion mode
Note: a small paper clip is required for pressing the Mode and Set buttons.

 

 

1 Enter programming mode

Mode button

Mode button

Press and hold the Mode button 
until the Green LED appears.

Briefly press the Mode button 3 times 
until the Yellow LED appears.

Green 
LED light

X 3

 

2 Change the touch motion

Briefly press the Set button to toggle 
between modes.

Yellow LED on = Touch Motion Off
Yellow LED blinks slow = Low Sensitivity
Yellow LED blinks fast = High SensitivitySet/Select 

button

Mode button

 

3 Save touch motion settings

Press and hold the Mode button until 
the Yellow LED turns off.
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Glydea DCT
Changing the touch motion mode
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Glydea WT
Modifying the motor speed

 

1 Enter programming mode

Mode button

Mode button

Maintain power on the motor 
in either direction and wait 
until the curtain stops. Press 
and hold the Mode button 
until a Green LED appears.

Briefly press the Mode button 3 times.

Green 
LED light
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 c
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Glystro 25 RTS 
Programming

 

 

1

2

Recording a RtS control

Setting an intermediate position

Press prog button 
for 5 seconds

Identify the button that 
opens the curtains

Press and hold the button to open 
the curtains + the Stop button

Press and hold the Stop button until 
the curtains move from side to side

Stop the curtains at the 
desired intermediate position

Close the curtains
N.B. In this example, Up = Open, Down = Close

Curtains will move 
from side to side

Press for 1 sec Curtains will move 
from side to side

oR

Press 
for 1 
secs

When using a Multi-channel

Pocket Book 2010.indd   83 11/02/10   4:19 PM

The LED will begin flashing Red 
and Green, the motor will open 
and close continuously.

Toggle the speed setting by 
briefly pressing the Set button.

Set/Select 
button
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Glydea WT
Modifying the motor speed

 

Mode button Press and hold the Mode 
button until the Green LED 
turns off.

Mode button Briefly press the Mode button 
to confirm speed. A Green LED 
will appear.

Green 
LED light
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Glydea WT
Modifying the motor speed

 



Wired-230/240 VAC



 

  Identify the limit adjuster which corresponds to the rotational direction

Motor RH side   

Fabric/shutter  
rolling from 
the front

Motor RH side  

Fabric/shutter
rolling from  
the rear

Motor LH side  

Fabric/shutter 
rolling from
the rear

Motor LH side  

Fabric/shutter 
rolling from
the front

 direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction

INFORMATION:
The LS40 motor is supplied            

preset with 3 tube revolutions 
between limits

 direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction

 direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction

 direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction

 direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction

 direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction

 direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction direction
2

1
direction

direction
1

2
direction

1 Identifying the correct limit adjuster

LS40 & Sonesse 40 WT
Limit settings

225

Direction 1 = DOWN

Direction 2 = UP

Direction 1 = UP

Direction 2 = DOWN

Direction 1 = DOWN

Direction 2 = UP

Direction 1 = UP

Direction 2 = DOWN
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LS40 & Sonesse 40 WT
Limit settings

The motor stops short The motor stops at         The motor runs past the limit
 the correct position

       Go to step 3    Go to step 5               Go to step 4

2 UP limit position - 3 potential scenarios

226

Note: Do not use a drill to set progressive limit switches

Limits are much easier to set when the motor is controlled by a Somfy test lead during the process. 
Somfy Universal Test Lead, Reference - 9015971

 Adjust the corresponding limit adjuster in the ‘+’ 
direction to increase the limit range. A large limit 
range distance will require many turns on the limit 
adjuster. A small limit range distance will require 
minor limit adjustment.

  Go to step 5

3 Increase the limit range at the UP limit position while giving an up command

 Go to step 3
Power the motor downwards 
then reduce the limit range

Test the range reduction by powering 
the motor up. Repeat the process if 

more reduction is required.

Give a down command to send the motor to approx 300mm from the desired top limit. Turn the 
corresponding limit adjuster in a clockwise direction (towards '-') for approx. 20 turns. give the up 
command. If the motor does not stop before the desired limit then repeat until the limit is found.

4 Decrease the limit range at the UP limit position



 

 

 

✔

✘

✔

✘
Adjust the corresponding limit adjuster in the ‘+’ 
direction to increase the limit range. A large limit 
range distance will require many turns on the limit 
adjuster. A small limit range distance will require 
minor limit adjustment.

  Go to step 8

LS40 & Sonesse 40 WT
Limit settings

5 Lower limit position - 3 potential scenarios

6 Increase the limit range at the Lower limit position while giving a down command

 The motor stops short  The motor stops at         The motor runs past the limit
   the correct position

          Go to step 6          Go to step 8                Go to step 7

8 Test the limits

227

The limits are now set

 Give an up command to send the motor to approx 300mm from the desired bottom limit. Turn the 
corresponding limit adjuster in a clockwise direction (towards '-') for approx. 20 turns. Give the down 
command. If the motor does not stop before the desired limit then repeat until the limit is found.

Power the motor upwards then 
reduce the limit range 

Test range reduction by powering the motor down
Repeat process if more reduction is required 

  Go to step 6

7 Decrease the limit range at the Lower limit position
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LS40 & Sonesse 40 WT
Limit settings

END

START

Correctly Connect
Motor to 240
Volts, if not

already connected

Run the motor to
the closest factory

set limit.

Is
the limit too

high or low from
the desired
location?

Turn Screw 2 for
Upper Limit

Adjustment, 1 for
Lower Limit
Adjustment

Turn Screw 1 for
Upper Limit

Adjustment, 2 for
Lower Limit
Adjustment

Swap the position
of the two Active

Wires

Turn Screw 1 for
Upper Limit

Adjustment, 2 for
Lower Limit
Adjustment

Turn Screw 2 for
Upper Limit

Adjustment, 1 for
Lower Limit
Adjustment

Run the motor to
the opposite

factory set limit.

Is the motor
running in the

correct
Direction?

Which
side of the

Installation is the
motor mounted

on?

Is the
Installation a
Back or Front

Roll?

Is the
Installation a
Back or Front

Roll?

Check the
Adjustment, Re-

Adjust as
necessary

YES

NO

YES

NO

RIGHTLEFT

BACKFRONT BACKFRONT

Roller

Glass

Fabric
Left Right

Front Roll

Turn Allen Key
towards the Positive to
increase the limit for

the direction

Turn Allen Key
towards the Negative
to decrease the limit

for the direction

The Screw Limit Adjuster requires seven (7) full rotations for
one (1) complete rotation of the motors output shaft.

Do Not use a drill to adjust limits.

Glass

Fabric
Left Right

Roller

Back Roll

228



 

 

WT

RTS

Somfy
tubular motor

Test lead connection

HiPro LT50/60, CSI
Limit setting

1 HiPro limit setting - Preparation

229

Wherever possible, use a Somfy test lead to re-adjust or set 230/240Vac motor limit positions. The Somfy test 
lead is equipped with a momentary two way paddle switch for precise control of the motor, it is fitted with 
rapid fit connecters to terminate the motor supply wires. 

The test lead will ensure that you have total control over the motor and will prevent accidental 
over-running of the limits when attempting to adjust with fixed or impulse switch control.

Somfy Test Lead

Reference - 9015971

Remove the limit cap Press both limit buttons
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Power the motor down and stop the product at 
the Down limit position. Press the corresponding 
limit button on the HiPro motor until the button 
springs up.

           The lower limit position has been set.✔

✘

OR

OR

Power the motor up and stop the product at the Up 
limit position. Press the corresponding limit button 
on the HiPro motor until the button springs up.

           The upper limit position has been set.✔

✘

OR

OR

HiPro LT50/60, CSI
Limit setting

2 Setting the lower limit position

230

3 Setting the upper limit position

4 Test the limits

Replace the limit cap after.



No

END

START

Correctly Connect
Motor to 230
Volts, if not

already connected

Lock in both limit
buttons

[Yellow & White]

Proceed to
other desired

limit

Release Yellow
Push button

Does the motor
move ?

Lock in yellow
push button &
release White

Release remaining
button.

Yes

Drive motor
to nearest

limit
[Up / Down]

Drive motor
to other end

limit
[Up / Down]

HiPro LT50/60, CSI
Limit setting

231
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Orea WT
Limit setting

1 Check the motors direction of rotation

Note: *Ensure that ‘3 seconds’ button presses are held for the full ‘jiggle’ (up and down movement), if the button is 
released after a movement only in one direction, the command won’t be registered.

**Checking Directions 
Ensure the Up button moves the motor up/retracts. 
The end product must be set with 100mm distance from fully closed to activate the low torque mode prior to closing.

Factory Reset 
To reset the motor – Press and hold the Up and Down buttons for 10 seconds.

Connect the motor to the universal test lead.

Select Up on the Test Lead. 
If the motor doesn’t retract, 

swap the direction wires 
connected to the test lead.

Adjust the end product 
to approximately 100mm 

from fully retract.

Hold the WT button  
for 3 seconds.  

The motor will jiggle.

WT

RTS

Press for 
3 secs

Hold the WT button for 3 seconds. 
The motor will jiggle.

WT

RTS

Press for 
3 secs

Hold the Up button for 
3 seconds. The motor 

will jiggle.

WT

RTS

WT

RTS

Use the Down button 
to take the motor to the 

outer limit. 

WT

RTS

Press for 
1 sec

WT

RTS

Press for 
3 secs

Press the Up button for 1 second. Then press the Up 
button for 3 seconds. The motor will jiggle.



Orea WT
Limit setting

233

Orea WT 
Limit setting

START

Connect Orea WT
motor to universal 

test lead

The motor 
jiggles

Hold the Up &
Down WT 

button for 3* 
seconds

The motor 
jiggles

The motor 
jiggles

Hold the Up &
Down button 

for 3* 
seconds

END

Hold the Up 
button for 3* 

seconds

Press the Up 
button for 1 

second

Hold the Up 
button for 3*

 seconds

The motor 
jiggles

IMPORTANT NOTE
*Ensure that ‘3 second’ button presses are 

held for the full ‘jiggle’ (up & down 
movement), if the button is released after 

a movement only in one direction, the 
command will not be registered. 

**Checking Directions
Ensure the Up button moves the motor 

Up/Retracts.

***The end product must be set with 
100mm distance from fully closed to 
activate the low torque mode prior to 

closing

Factory Reset
To reset the motor - Press & hold the Up &

Down buttons for 10 seconds.

Somfy’s Universal Test Lead
Reference - 9015971

Swap the direction 
wires connected to 

the test lead.

**Is the
motor direction 

correct?

***Adjust the end 
product to 

approximately 
100m from fully 

closed 

Yes

Use the Down 
button to take 
the awning to 
the outer limit
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Inis Uno & Inis Duo
Wiring Diagram

 

   

The motor's active for a direction is dependent on the installation.  
Refer to the motor's enclosed documentation to determine the appropriate directional wire colour.
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Smoove Uno IB & Smoove IB
Wiring Diagram

 

   

The motor's active for a direction is dependent on the installation.  
Refer to the motor's enclosed documentation to determine the appropriate directional wire colour.

LI
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N
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P
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N

C
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+
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+
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1 AC Moco & 2 AC Moco
Overview

 

1 x 240v AC motor (1AC Moco) and 2 x 240V AC Motor (2AC Moco) (3.15A max) can be connected to the 
controller for local switching or via Somfy’s Animeo IB+ Façade Management System. The 1AC and 
2AC Motor Controller can be configured to work in Venetian Mode EU, Venetian US or Screens Mode 
(see 'Changing mode' section for instructions). When connected to an Animeo IB+ Network the 
controller will follow commands from a Building Controller (BuCo). Potential free switches can be 
used for local control.

1 AC & 2 AC Motor Controller

PE NL L N N

C C

C

Motor 1

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

1 AC Motor Controller

Power Input/ Loop

Motor OutputProgram Button

Master IB+ Inputs
Individual Input

Function LED’s

Ext.

IB

N N

4 AC Motor Controller

L L PEN PE NPE NPE NPE

C C C C A B

C

C

Motor 1
Motor 2

Motor 3
Motor 4

Motor
Controller

Extension Box

R
eset/P

rog

Function LED’s Master IB+ Inputs Individual Input

Power Input/ Loop Motor Output

Program Button
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1 AC Moco
Wiring Diagram

 

1 AC Motor Controller

   

The motor's active for a direction is dependent on the installation.  
Refer to the motor's enclosed documentation to determine the appropriate directional wire colour.
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2 AC Moco
Wiring Diagram

 

2 AC Motor Controller
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1 AC Moco & 2 AC Moco
Changing mode

Moco end product programming

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

2 s

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Press and hold the MoCo
program button for 2 seconds

The default mode LED
illuminates

Release the program Button

Press briefly the MoCo
Program button to cycle

between modes

When the required mode LED
is lit, press and hold the

Program button for 2 seconds

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

To check the mode, briefly tap
the MoCo Program button.
The indicator will illuminate

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Release the program Button

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

2 s

The mode LED turns off

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

Complete

IMPORTANT NOTES   

The LEDs on the moco correspond to the following:  

LED Colour Label LED indicates 

YELLOW ........................................ Mode. .................................. Screens mode 

ORANGE ....................................... IB ....................................... Venetian EU mode

RED ............................................                 ............................. Venetian US mode
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1 AC Moco & 2 AC Moco
Changing mode
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4 AC Moco
Overview

 

Up to 4x 240v AC motors (3.15A max per output) can be connected to the controller for local switching 
or via Somfy’s Animeo IB+ Façade Management System. The 4AC Motor Controller can be configured 
to work in Venetian Mode EU, Venetian US or Screens Mode (see 'Changing mode' section). When 
connected to an Animeo IB+ Network the controller will follow commands from a Building Controller 
(BuCo). Potential free switches can be used for local control or with an optional RTS card or IR card, can 
be used remotely.

Note: Full reset - Press program button for 15 seconds

4AC Motor Controller

PE NL L N N

C C

C

Motor 1

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Mode

IB

SC

US

EU

1 AC Motor Controller

Power Input/ Loop

Motor OutputProgram Button

Master IB+ Inputs
Individual Input

Function LED’s

Ext.

IB

N N

4 AC Motor Controller

L L PEN PE NPE NPE NPE

C C C C A B

C

C

Motor 1
Motor 2

Motor 3
Motor 4

Motor
Controller

Extension Box

R
eset/P

rog

Function LED’s Master IB+ Inputs Individual Input

Power Input/ Loop Motor Output

Program Button

RTS 

Card 

Slot

Function LEDs
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4 AC Moco
Wiring Diagram

   

The motor's active for a direction is dependent on the installation.  
Refer to the motor's enclosed documentation to determine the appropriate directional wire colour.
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4 AC Moco
Changing mode 

 

Moco end product programming 4 AC

Ext.

IB

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Ext.

IB

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Ext.

IB

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Press and hold the MoCo
program button for 2 seconds

The green LED illuminates Release the program Button

Press briefly the MoCo
Program button to cycle

between modes

2 s

Ext.

IB

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Ext.

IB R
es

et
/P

ro
g

2 s

Ext.

IB

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Press and hold the MoCo
program button again for 2

seconds

The default mode LED
illuminates

Release the program Button

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Ext.

IB

2 s

Ext.

IB

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

When the required mode LED
is lit, press and hold the

Program button for 2 seconds

The mode LED turns off Release the program Button

R
es

et
/P

ro
g

Ext.

IB

R
es

et
/P

ro
g To check the mode, briefly tap

the MoCo Program button.
The indicator will illuminate

Ext.

IB

Complete

IMPORTANT NOTES   

The LEDs on the Moco correspond to the following:  

LED Colour Label LED indicates 

GREEN ......................................... -)) ...................................... RTS card installed

YELLOW ........................................ EXT. ..................................... Screens mode 

ORANGE ....................................... IB ....................................... Venetian EU mode

RED ............................................                 ............................. Venetian US mode

Blinds may move during programming if a RTS card is installed.
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4 AC Moco
Changing mode 
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4 AC Moco
Adding remote

 

Moco Remote programming 4 AC

Note: Requires RTS card
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4 AC Moco
Adding Remote

 

Moco Remote programming 4 AC

109
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4 AC Moco
Adding remote
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4 AC Moco
Adding remote

 

Version 1.4    Date: 01/07/08
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RS485 Setting Tool
Overview

 

LIGHT

OK
BACK

OPEN

CLOSE

STOP

RS485 Setting Tool
Overview

Ground
RS485 -
RS485 +

RJ45

Features:
Direct Interface with a Somfy RS485 Motor
RS485 Motor Node ID discovery
Setting and testing limits
Setting and testing of up to 16 Intermediate positions
Changing directions
Factory default motor reset

Reference - 9017142
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 RED – RS485 +
BLUE – RS485 -

YELLOW - Ground

LIVE
NEUTRAL

EARTH

230V/240V – 50Hz

RJ9

Sonesse 50 RS485

WHITE – Power Out

RS485 Topology

Ring (AVOID)

Star network (AVOID)

Backbone with stars or clusters (AVOID)

R

MMMM

M M M M

B

A

- B = backbone twisted line 
max lenght= 1000m.

- A = Motor straight line.
Max length =2.5m. 

- R = compulsory resistance
at the backbone end 120 Ω
R

Sonesse 50 RS485
Overview
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Soliris Uno
Wiring Diagram

Note: Only one sun sensor and/or one wind sensor can be connected to a single Soliris Uno.

   

The motor's active for a direction is dependent on the installation.  
Refer to the motor's enclosed documentation to determine the appropriate directional wire colour.
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Soliris IB
Wiring Diagram

Note: Only one sun sensor and/or one wind sensor can be connected to a single Soliris IB.

   

The motor's active for a direction is dependent on the installation.  
Refer to the motor's enclosed documentation to determine the appropriate directional wire colour.



Extra Low Voltage



 

Integrated DC RTS & DC RTS Receiver
Wiring Diagram
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24v RTS Receiver
Wiring Diagram

130
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C
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Integrated DC RTS & DC RTS Receiver
Receiver Programming 

 

Set the RTS receiver into the programming mode1

 Press the program button for 
 approximately 3 seconds.

The end product will jiggle.

 

Erasing the memory of the RTS3

 

Recording the RTS control2

jiggle = 
control recorded

OR

Press for 
1 sec

Press for 
1 sec

Smoove RTS Situo RTS

The end product 
will jiggle.

Press the program button for
approximately 12 seconds.

Some Somfy receivers have LED feedback and others provide visual feedback by moving the end 
product. Ensure you have identified the type of receiver you are working on prior to programming.

It is possible to set Somfy receivers 
into the programming mode remotely 
using an RTS control already assigned 
(particularly useful if the receiver or 
motor is difficult to reach).

This procedure will mimic 
what happens in step 1, but 
without having to gain access 
to the receiver/motor. After this 
procedure continue to step 2.3S

Module DC RTS Shown

Press for  
12 secs

Press for  
3 secs
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Integrated DC RTS & DC RTS Receivers
Receiver Programming

132

 

24v RTS Receiving Programming
Receiver Programming Flow Chart






























 3
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Setting Running Times1

Integrated DC RTS & DC RTS Receivers 
Adjusting "My" position

Press and hold the Up 
and Down buttons 

together for 3 seconds

Use the Up button to send the blind 
to the top limit

Press the my and Down 
buttons for 3 seconds

Hold the Down button until the blind 
reaches the lower limit

Hold the Up button until the blind 
reaches the upper limit

Press the my and Up 
buttons for 3 seconds

The Blind will move up 
for 10 seconds

Press and Hold the my 
button for 3 seconds

Press and Hold the my 
button for 10 seconds

Jiggle Jiggles twice

x2
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Stop the blind at the desired Record the position by Jiggle
           Intermediate Position holding the my button "My" Position set

Press the my button.

Press 
for 5 secs

Go to the Intermediate Position  
by pressing the my button

Press the my 
button for 5 secs.

Jiggle
IP deleted

Press 
for 5 secs

Adjusting Intermediate Position1

Integrated DC RTS & DC RTS Receivers 
Adjusting "My" position

Deleting the Intermediate Position2

Using the Intermediate Position3

Use the Up or Down button to move  
the product towards the desired  
Intermediate Position.

NOTE: The intermediate position is set by default 
at the fully retracted position and slats tilted to 
45 degrees.
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Integrated DC RTS & DC RTS Receivers 
Adjusting "My" position
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Press the my button until the blind jiggles           jiggle New tilt speed recorded

 Adjust the blind until Press and hold all three jiggle Press the Up button 
 it is half open buttons for 3 secs  for 3 sec

Press and hold the Up or Down 
button to tilt the blind slats

Briefly press the Up or Down button 
to raise/lower the blind

=

Press for  
3 secs

The blind will begin to travel 
continuously Up and Down      

Press the 
Up button 
repeatedly to 
increase the 
tilt speed

Press the 
Down button 
repeatedly to 
decrease the 
tilt speed

Press for  
5 secs

Programming mode1

Integrated DC RTS & DC RTS Receivers 
Adjusting the tilt speed

Adjusting the tilt speed2

Recording the tilt speed3

Test the tilt speed4
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 Adjust the blind until Press and hold all three jiggle Press the Up button 
 it is half open buttons for 3 secs  for 3 sec

260

 

Integrated DC RTS & DC RTS Receivers 
Adjusting the tilt speed
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Centralis DC IB
Wiring Diagrams

SAFETY EXTRA 
LOW VOLTAGE
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Centralis DC IB & Centralis IB 
Wiring Diagrams

262
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Terms & Conditions
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9. RETURN FOR CREDIT

The Customer must notify Somfy, in writing, within fourteen (14) days of the date of 
the invoice of a claim for credit for faulty or damaged Product or for Product incorrectly 
supplied. Credit will not be given for notifications received by Somfy outside this period. 
The claim for credit should state the date and number of the invoice and the reason for 
return. All returns are at the discretion of Somfy and must receive a Return Materials 
Authorisation (RMA) in advance of shipment. Product returned for credit is to be clearly 
consigned to Somfy and must, if the claim for credit is not based on the Product being 

faulty or damaged, be in the original packaging and in a saleable and undamaged condition. If the claim for credit 
and return is due to the Product being faulty or damaged, or some fault of Somfy, then Somfy will bear the cost of the 
return freight, otherwise the cost of return freight shall be borne by the Customer.

10. PRODUCT WARRANTY

10.1 Somfy warrants the Products to be free from defects in material and workmanship for the warranty periods 
specified in Express Warranty document(s) published by Somfy in respect of the Products from time to time. During the 
applicable warranty period, Somfy, as its sole obligation, will repair, replace or resupply (at its option) any product, 
part, component or service covered by the applicable Express Warranty which fails under normal use as a result of a 
defect in material or workmanship. 

10.2 Subject to any rights or remedies to which the Customer may be entitled under the Australian Consumer Law or 
other applicable law, and without excluding, restricting or modifying any such rights or remedies, the Express Warranty 
inclusively describes all of the warranties given and remedies available with respect to the Products. Somfy disclaims 
any other warranty whether express or implied, statutory or otherwise, in relation to the Products. 

Extract taken from Somfy Pty Limited Terms of Trade Agreement.  
For a full copy, please contact Somfy Customer Support on 1800 0 SOMFY.

Terms and Conditions
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For all technical enquiries please call:

Somfy Support Centre 
t: +61 (2) 8845 7200

Somfy Pty Limited

Australia
Toll Free 1800 076 639
t: 02 8845 7200
e: somfy.au@somfy.com

New Zealand
Toll Free 0800 276 639
e: somfy.nz@somfy.com

Shop online
shopsomfy.com.au

somfypro.com.au 
somfy.com.au 
somfy.co.nz


